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Estancia where they were sentenced
by Judge John R. McFie. The prisoners were Jose Turner, Andres
Manuel de Atoche Romero and
Pe-ralt-

connection with the wholesale purchase of votes, flocked into Judge
Blair's court rooms confessed having
sold their franchises.

George A. Humbert.
Postoffice Changes.
TURKISH TROOPS BRAVER
Washington, D. C, December 28.
THAN MEXICAN FEDERALS.
The following postoffices have been
Union Defeat Rebel Bedouins in
(established: Stonehaven,
Syria Afcounty; Haile, Guadalupe county, 180 ter Bloody Battle in Which Carods east.
sualties Exceed Thousand.

These postmasters have been commissioned: May J.
StonePry,
Constantinople, Dec. 28. Turkish
haven, Union county; George E. troops s nt against' the Bedouins
counWells, Elephant Butte, Sierra
have driven the revolters out of the
ty.
El Kirak district in the Vilayet of
Washington, D. C, Dec. 28. The Syria near the Dead Sea after a
postoffice at Roanoke, Chaves county, sanguinary engagement, in which achas been discontinued.
Mail to
cording to official advices, the Bedouins lost 450 killed and 600 prisoners. The Turkish losses were 7 ofAMERICAN YEOMEN ELECT
ficers and 77 men.
s.

OFFICERS FOR 1911
F. W. Farmer Homestead of the
Brotherhood of American Yeomen
elected the following officers for the
year 1911; Past foreman, R. h. Baca;
honorable foreman, Charles Richie;
master of ceremonies, George M. Kin-selcorrespondent, Clarence O. Harrison; overseer, Joseph T. Sandoval;
watchman, David Gonzales; sentinel,
Charles Kiesov, jr.; Lady Rewano,
Grace Bradfield; board of managers
Messrs Richie, Kinsell, Nies, Dr.
Mrs. Farmer.
The banquet committee of which
F. W. Farmer Is chairman made
their report and everything is in
readiness for the grand event that is
to take place at the Palace hotel on
the evening of January 3 at 9 p. iri.
Toasta are to be responded to by
the following speakers: G. Volney
Howard, F. W. Farmer, George M.
Kinsell, M. T. Dunlavy and R. L.
Baca.
'
Although this lodge has been organized only two months, it will have
100 members by January 1 and State
manager Farmer is going to launch
a campaign for another class of one
hundred members and will have
Grand Foreman William Koch president of the order here to take charge
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Laffort Had Just Started on
Trip to Brussels When Machine Dropped.
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But a Purse of Twenty
Thousand
Dollars in Addition to Gate Receipts Demanded.
Omaha, Dec. 28. "Farmer" Burns,
through the Omaha Bee has issued
a challenge on behalf of Frank
Gotch for a wrestling match with any
man in the world, George Hacken- schmidt preferred, for a side bet of

$20,000, the winner to take all the
wrestlers' share of gate money or

purse.

SWINDLERS WERE
IfTSAHTA

FE

Alleged Armenians Are linger Arrest at Atlanta
Georgia "
.

THEY WORKED

CHURCH PEOPLE

at the big demonstration.

Dennis Hart Confesses.
Dennis Hart, arrested ten days ago
at Las Vegas, on the charge of blowing up the safe at the John Becker
store at Belen, Valencia county, has
..been held In $800 bail for the grand
Jury. He is ln jail at Albuquerque
for safekeeping and has made a con-fession implicating two pals who
have been traced to Salt Lake City.
Hart describes minutely the operation and movement of the trio, even
to the buying of a revolver near an
irrigation ditch at Belen, the dividing of the swag and boarding a train
on the Belen, cut-ofHart, as well
reas his two pals, were recently
leased from the territorial peniten
tiary, where they had served sen-- j
fences for serious crimes.

Aviation Demands Additional Victims on Field of
Issy Near Paris

El Paso, Dec. 2S. While railroad
Kansas City, Dec. 28. The serious
Washington,
Dec. 2X Secretary
Camden, X. J., Due. 2S. The Tub- Issy Les Moiineux, France, Dec.
working men were blasting at the drouth in Missouri,
Kansas and lic Service
"'"sel's report sent to the 1'resident 2S. .r.
Jer- New
of
corporation
Laffort, the French aviator,
lms ,U""K ior Oklahoma was broken bv a general
today, contains many important rec- - and M. Po!a, a
railroad ballasting, dynamite stored r;lin ,ast
More rain f(! than sey today announced an old age pen
passenger, were in- night.
in a pit where twenty eight men
aria mi - sumtly killed when the former s ma'
the previous three months and ajuu aim insurance pian ior em - were!during
unaiiges
aw num. uxpiuueu,
Burying inem in broke the
drouth in the hist- pioyes to go into etiect on January 1J'
' me various bureaus chine fell from a height of 50
the debris. Only four men have been ory of the longest
local weather bureau, estat
n III
i
i
i. rrv.
ueI,art,n1 of today. Laffort was prenannc
moviues fo'in": " uiii,!!! insurance umn
accounted for, and it seems probable blished 22
.
to
ago.
years
the payment of a dollar a day Cor
that the others were killed by the;
1,rUH"18 ,n "mfi"
Snow Over Middle West
'or
(Jrt,at popu,ar
g
to
,ne
explosion or smothered to death.
Club's prize for flight with
Dec . 28. Heavy,
wet ninety days to all sick or disabled em - itnp iminil,..,tim and
Chicago,
Scores were hurt in the vicinity of
Brus- !a Passenger from Paris to
snow, melting through the south into nloyees and three hundred dollars in of aliens !.n,i
f
the explosion, a number of small a
ln
ma- ua.a .retnrnover the North case of death. The pension plan pro-- ! report is devoted to that subject.
"
heavy
rain,
swept
houses of workmen nearly destroyed
'
Central states
Tele vides not lets than $240 a year to
early
today.
One
',ar''
of
BtP':rinS
the
of
'h;
the pre
hardships
also the store of E. M. Bray. The
iu- graph and telephone wires are brok- employees retiring at the age of 65 sent immien.tinn l,,
aeroplane arop- smelter hospital was damaged
but en and the message service almost years who have been in the employ
'lieu to the ground. Hoth men wera
Nagel believes, is the separation of
the great smelting plant, property of closed in the
,dead before aid could reach them.
northern part of the of the company 25 years. The men families. In many instances
a father!
the American Smelting Refining Comwho
affected by the storm. From
received more than $100 a year i. admitted unit
region
!.-- .
)!
"
pany was undamaged except broken seven to ten inches of snow are re- are not
ullu" tm r nUSlASTICALLY
FOR
.
... "
eligible to the benefit or nen - l. u 7
Murrea out. alter tile n oneer
aie
windows and ripped roofs. Many
THE STATE CONSTITUTION.
Milwaukee and Lansing, sion plans.
ported at
has
made
a
home.
The
children
bein
the vicinity Michigan. In Kentucky,
secretary
playing
a heavy
lieves that a more equitable svstem
were injured. The work of excavat- rain
The republican county convention
fell while in Tennesee it became KANSAS GIRL COMMITS
could be found, and says he assumes hold in h
,1 :.. .
,
i
ing the men is being pushed with ut a dense fog.
i iiuuM- - in oaiua uosa
AT
,
.,.
SUICIDE
CITY.
In
..,.,..
....
iv
SILVER
I.
(V,
... .o mc
most vigor by a large force of men,
juijjiist: in Hiu iaw to Keep last Saturday for the purpose of dis- but it seems hardly possible that any
tamilies toeetlier and nnl a
.i.
' .o..
"ie. constitution, was a rep-YOKEL TICKLES LION
in the pit will escape alive.
Young Woman Dravs Revolver While ate them.
The Secretary
suggests
resentative
Over 100 per-thTO MAKE HIM YAWN.
in Private Box of American
some system by which inquiry sons were meeting.
Five Found Alive.
San Francisco, Dec. 28. While vipresent, among , be number
Kitchen.
El Paso, Dec. 28. Five men have
should be made about the families several Democrats
who did not
f
been taken alive from the slag pit siting the winter headnuarters of a
the immigrants before fathers and prove of the
,
action of the
and only one has been found dead. wild animal show today, John
a.c oumuieu, 6UOU1U oe pui in- - leaders of their party.
A dispatch from Silver City says:
of Knights Landing. California,
Q
interest
It is believed that others are alive
Miss Kate Williams, a young worn- to practice.
in the constitution was evident when
was
told
could
he
make
lion
the
yawn
as they were working in a tunnel
Ian of this city, committed suicide in
T'nless immigration can be divert- discussion
Talks were
which was not wrecked and therefore by tickling his chin. John tried it. one of
the private boxes of tbejed from Ellis Island or reduced, there made by Cant, f'l.inrv T T.nhaiHo
masses of slag were prevented from Now he is in a hospifri! nursing his American Kitchen,
a public restaur- - is need for addition to the facilities Cres.
B Smith and
right hand from which two fingers! ant.
Gallegos, H
falling on them.
Waking cooly into one of the there. At no -nort is there ;,nv a,i.IMr C
are missing.
ir
- nrv
-- ....
o
.ucc j.r . o.. .
iiuu,
j
hardware stores, a few minutes,
anfitfi
Timvisinn
A...:
- Wlvn!
.
.... fni-w ...
I.....no jjtiiiiiiiiiiiieuilll
i iUClUO
IlJilU,
jiitmuiuf,
tore, sne purcnased a sixshootcr, re grants, declares the
secretary, al - B. y Baca secretary, and J. M. Rivera
the
time
she
at
that
never;
marking
n PfPQ
citi-.mnsr
at
Vlpp.nrcc f ent
ITALIAN
....u...Un.
n..,,m have already been boiiKlit bv the eov- - The most remarkable tiling about
-II LU
it.
ernment for buildings to bo used for! the meeting was the intense interest
She proceeded immediately to the these
purposes.
manifested by the members of the
and, placing, the weapon
LYNCHING torestaurant,
stricter regulation of steamship convention. The speaking continued
her right temple, fired the shot
which caused immediate death Her companies in the immigrant traffic from 2 o'clock until dark and the interest and enthusiasm never waned.
to relatives
remains will be
of fines for companies which bring in- On a motion of the president, Mr.
Preparations for It Assume Was Crowded and Locked residing in Kansas.shipped
sane imigrants or those afflicted with Sandoval, a rising vote was taken to
More Secret and Sinister
Into Express Vault at Railcontagious diseases is proposed. The get the sentiment on the approval
SCHOONER
SINKS
WITH
Form.
Secretary declares that the immigra - ior disapproval of the constitution.
Station
ALL
MEN
ON
BOARD.
way
tion officials even find It unwise to livery one in the hall, Republican
allow alien employes of steamships and Democrat,
was on his feet in
Mollie
Rhodes
of
Vidal, Maine, to land on
SHE OF STATE OWNERSHIP MiLlTiA SENT TO BUARO
an instant. There was not a dissensoil
American
without
apOff
Strikes Shoals
Chatham,
to ting vote. A committee on resolu--,
plying the uijua!; examination
'Massachusetts.
tions was appointed ind the following
them.
It Places Employes of Railroads Committed Atrocious
Assault on Chatham, Mass., Dec. 28. The While the fiscal year of 1910 was adopted:
in Direct Conflict
Member of Prominent West sunken three masted schooner that brought a total of 1,19S,037 imml- -- of Be it resolved by the Republicans
to the United States, the pre
Guadalupe county in convention
With State.
has been resting in three fathoms of gi ants
Virginia Family.
is made
that the coming assembled on this 17 day of Decem- water on Little Round shoal since diction
1.
l
sense 01
"""" year,; I)l31;. 1(11(1 mat !.1L ,s- me
the storm of the fifteenth has been!'"'
Rome, Dec. 28. The public is be
al-Clarksburg, W. Va.. Dec. 2S. Wm. identified
sa,d
when
convention
more
than
that
the
1.235,000
Rhodes!1907constitution,
as
Mollie
the
today
coming very uneasy over the railway
Furbury, a negro, accused of assault- of Vidal Haven, Maine. She was lens came in. Of all those who came as adopted at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov.
situation. The agitation for the
ing Flora Anglin, a member of one of hound for that nnrt from Vew Ynrk this year more than 274,000 admit- - 21, 1910, by the constitutional con-strike of 90,000 railway employes the most
they had been assisted by friends, tion. be, and the same is hereby
prominent families in Le- with coal. Captain Dobbin and the All the
continues with vigor, but "with more wis
crew
immigrants brought a total ratiuea. And, that we. as citizens.
of
men
five
were
probably
county, and who was saved from
of
with them, a per cap- pledge ourselves to use all honorable
$28,197,713
drowned.
The
secrecy.
government is dolne
ita of about $27. The bulk of the im- means to the end that the same may
its utmost to check the movement. lynching last night only by crowding
migration continues to be drawn be adopted by the people of this
More than four fifths of the railway him into an express company vault FOUR AND A HALF MILLION
FOR ELEPHANT BUTTE. from southern and eastern Europe. county at the election to be held Jan.
mileage is owned by the government at a railway station until the militia
Two per cent, of all who applied for 21, 1911.
and the strike would place the em- arrived, was brought here this mornRespectfully.
Cres. Gallegos,
2S.
Dec.
ployes in direct conflict with
President admission were turned back. They
Washington.
the ing under an escort of soldiers en
W. C. Burnett,
state.
Taft has approved the report of the numbered 21,270 in all as against
route for Moundsville, where he will
II. V. B. Smith,
special board of army engineers re-- 10,411 in 1909. Though no increase
be placed in penitentiary until the commending the
Fidel Gallegos,
"
ORIGIN OF THE TOWN " "'
apportionment ofiin attempts to import contract labor
Geo. Sena,
is the new $20,000,000 fund, provided-iapparent, 1,700 aliens were depor-hNAME OF ENDEE. time of his trial. The negro
congress, among th following re-- ' ted as such during the year.
Committee.
closely guarded.
to govern that clas3
j ter legislation
projects in tiie west.
Incidentally a Glimpse Is Given of
Salt River, Arizona, $495,000; Yii- - of immigration is reccommended.
by which all lmnortanf ini,.c.w,i
Early Cowboy Days of Eastern
MAYOR SELIGMAN GETS
ma, Arizona, and California, $1,200,Secretary Nagel 'refers briefly to corporations
New Mexico.
SOME GREEN LETTERS. 0n0; Grand
in interstafs
Valley, Colo.. $1,000,000; j violations of the White Slave Law commerce shallengaged
In the year 1882, before there was
report to one federal
Uneompahgre. Colo., $1,500,000; Pay- - and declares that Immigration
offi- agency the essential f:1r.t
any Hereford, John E. and George Ohio Girl Says She Wants to Become
,.f
ICIanO,
S2.0IM),mj(l:
MllkUialo pro nhle tn enno with nnlv a! business.
M. Day went into New Mexico and
Federal artl. nf
a Regular
... ti,i '.cult,
Cow
Boy. Alabama
tuver, vioni., i..iuu,iiw; .ortn riatte fraction of the violations.
nil,
If the is necessarv he(oiici
n
established a ranch.
Man Wants Throat Cure.
The cattle
and Nebraska , $2,000,000; traffic s to be stamped out, he says. Irnn
Wjvi.,
"
brand used by the Day hoys was
Truckee-Carsocover the stib- comprehensively
$1.19X000;
Nev.,
must
state
and
the
municipalities
Thus
"ND." In 1883 it was agreed to esject
wltll
Mayor Arthur Seligman is again a Rio Grande, New Mexico, Texas and
take a more active interest
cooperation, the coun?rTwouW ha
tablish a postoffice but what to busy man. Cupid is not bothering Mexico, $1,300,000; Umatilla,
Ore.,
of
merit
Promotion
employees by
reIiabe lnformatlon on
name it was a puzzle to the boya. It him with petty requests to find cow- $32."j,0W: Klamath, Ore and Calinot entirely by scholastic
of 0Mr commercia)
was finally agreed to name it "ND," boy husbands just now but he has fornia, $000,000; Strawberry Valley,
. .
.
oTYvinnHnn ia fronted at Innpth hv Sw. i..
"
c omnion
,
but how to spell it was the question. other troubles to look after. He has Utah, $2 272,000; Sunnyside and
'ouia be afforded u asis
.17 ... x"
Z'u'Z
With the help of outsiders it was just received a letter from a bright
at Yakima, Wash., $1,250,000,
listic examinations may be proper dices woud fae rem ' unjust preiuspelled out as "Endee" and the little and attractive Ohio girl living in a arid $665,000, respectively.
town of New Mexico still bears the city and asking for some clerical poThe $20,000,000 is to be spent with- wnen an applicant enters iue Bovcrii-- ; neaa intprpsta .. i vru.u iiaie it.. Kriurce
: p
name. The Day brothers ran a store, sition "on one of the big ranches in the next five years and the interest ment service. The conditions within ui imormauon
on corporate facts
restaurant and postoffice. The town where she can become a regular cow on the loan is to be charged against the service, however, ne thinks, call covering the entire country.
There
for an entirely different te3t for pro- would be a
was composed of a store, blacksmith boy and lead the open air life." This the projects.
permanent and recognized
motion.
to
hard
be
comply with,
point of contact betweea the governshop, postoffice, restaurant and two request mar
"Employees work under the direc- ment and the
saloons. The saloons were the ren- as the young lady does not state that
managers of corpora
bution and observation of chiefs ot
dezvous of the cowboys and after they she has much .experience roping cat- SUGAR
tions, ine relations of mmnnio o
or
tle
divisions
and
their
beaus
wild
the
and
ftion
of
capa
the
riding
ponies
to public
had imbibed freely they would go ininterest mnid h.
city, efficiency and reiourcefuJlnoss considered, cooperation could bo In
to the restaurant and eat. The Day southwest. .
SecThe mayor is requested by a man
are judged by them," says the
boys owned the restaurant and John in
creased, and uniformity of corporate
Alabama to help him get a posiBAY retary. "In the final analysis their accounting could
be secured."
Day said many times the cowboys
in
tion
thi3
De
climate
as
to
snouia
he
has
j
advancement
rights
In reviewing the work of the bu- would come in, order their coffee, pull
throat
and
uu .t reau of
has been recomnouy aeiermineu o,
their
and stir it with the mended trouble
fisheries, Secretary Nagel pro- to come out West.
such opinions are we ,n ormed. jud - 1)oged a
muzzle. They would pick up tin pie
protect!(m
Recent
Fraud
Discoveries
Mr.
reached.
has
and
several
received
dicious
Seligman
bearing animaIsan(i wouId have ,t"
conscientiously
plates in one hand, hold them up and letters from
in
various cities Place It at Mercy of Treapeople
"Secretary
shoot through them.
cated on the
Most of the
of New Mexico asking what it coats
record in favor of some sort of super-- tnpr ur.beari
anima,snahSavJ
provisions for the store at Endee
sury Department
T
annuation or retirement for clerks. a
.
.,
were freighted from Las Vegas. the city for those Tungsten illumln-ant- s
oiau6uiuTO
mere, me Du- so
read
have
retirement
much
about.
believes
He
they
compulsory
"reau of fuberies has found,
Supplies were later hauled from Am- and
The mayor announced
for age or disability would be an ec many of the
today that
arillo. In those days it did not reanimals have been poion
end of the month, 1910, the WILL EEMULGTEO $1,000,000 onomical measure for the govern-methe
soned by aliens who want their
quire much provisions and it was
and expresses tho opinion that skins.
poll
made "possible to haul enough at one time given those delinquent
The Secretary recommends
tax
and
betas
to
remain
payers,
had
if salaries of clerks are
that some part of the island be made
trip to last several months. The ter "come expires or they will be Tender of $700,000 May Be
through"
they
they are, the government can afford a reservation and that a wireless
store furnished all the ranches in
as Insufficient
into court.
to provide a straight pension without station be
that country. The present location is hailed
installed at Dutch Harbor,
contributions from employees.
Compensation.
now about eight miles from its first
or Unalaska and also on the Pribi-lo- f
MONTEZUMA LODGE INSTALLS
The work of the bureau of corporlocation, on the Rock Island RailIslands.
Revenue cutters would
OFFICERS FOR 1911.
duroad. In 1890 the Day boys left Enbe able to operate to great advanWashington, Dec. 28. The recent ations has been highly Important
Ihia
and
prob.ibly
in the
disclosures
dee and both settled on the ranch
"Drawback" ring the year,
tage against pelagric sealers the SecMontezuma
Lodge No. 1, A. F. &. frauds
against the government have month a comprehensive report on its retary says.
eighteen miles northeast of Hereford, A, M. officers
ere installed last night
of
lumber
the
industry
the
Investigation
where now lives John E. Day.
Treasury Department ln posi.Other portions of the report view
in Masonic hall by S. Spitz, D. D. G. M put
The bureau now at
will be completed.
tion
the year's work on the buThe installation services were im of practically to dictate the terms has under
of
the reaulength
way investigations
compromise with the sugar refinSanta Fe Limited Has. Accident.
of the census, bureau of labor,
and largely attended. The;
pressive
Harvester Company, bureau of
ing companies. The American Sugar International
The Santa Fe Flyer from the west
following are the officers: Harry H.
manufacturers, bureau of
conyesterday came near going into the Dorman, W. M., Alan R. McCord, S. Refining company's offer of $700,000 the steel and tobacco industries,
bureau of standards, light
statistics,
ownernot
be
of
water
may
power
accepted in view of the centration
ditch four miles north of Albuquer
house service and coast and geodetic
W.; Edward A. Paul, J. W.; H. B.
que. A side rod of the engine broke Carlwright, Treasurer; Charles E. fact that the government is said to ship, and corporation taxation.
survey.
have evidence that will
the
Secretary Nagel believes the vaand demolished one side of the engiSecretary Nagel TeccommendB law
Linney, Secretary; Charles S. Miller, return of not less thancompel
been
lue
of
has
$1,000,000.
corporation publicity
neer's cab ,but automatically stopped S. D.; George McKinsell, J.
will permit a closer Inspection
j which
.; Ed- One official customs service author- I roved.
the train by breaking the steam con- ward C. Abbott, S. S.; Fred H.
ot steamships and a stricter
regula
ity makes the statement that the
"There should be" he savs, "an ac- tion
nection.
The train was delayed alJ. S.; and Robert J. Crichtor. frauds appear to
oi their operation, which would
grow with every tive and permanent system of pub- - he ennriuctttrA
most an hour by the accident
f n .1.
Tyler.
day's Investigation.
licity under the federal government, ' f
passengers
-

BURNS WILL MATCH GOTCH
AGAINST ANY MAN

TO DEATH

'

mo Ium IP ccc'HPcuino'coc!
Ull UULIU

Large Enterprise in Eddy County Sad and Significant Sidelight on Many Children Who Were For Three Months That Section
Comparatively Small Sums Pro- Municipalities Must Aid in
Capitalized at Almost
Civic Conditions in
Flaying Nearby Were Hurt
Has Suffered for Lack of
pression Says Secrevided for Workmen Who
Half Million.
Buckeye State.
by the Shock.
111
Precipitation.
Are
tary.
or Aged.
Governor Mills
',oday appointed
West
Union O., Dec. 28. The
Bascom Howard of Portales, Roose Adams
County Grand Jury today
velt county, a notary public.
reported 145 five additional true inGovernor's Itinerary.,
dictments against persons accussed
Tomorrow Governor Mills will go of selling their votes ai the Novembto Albuquerque to address a
state er election. This makes a total of
hood meeting. He hasc hanged speak- 959
indictments already returned.
ing dates at Las Vegaa and Mora The
procession of penitents who are
which were to have been Friday and
Saturday of this week, to January 6 coming to court daily to plead guilty
and 7. He will make an address at keeps up. It has become a point of
Las Cruces January 3.
pride with indicted citizens to aid
Incorporation.
deputy sheriffs by getting to court
Iricorportion papers were filed tobefore the warrants are served.
day by the Hope Community Irrigation Company of Hope, Eddy county, Judge Blair's methods in listening to
with C. M. Botts as statutory agent the pleas of guilty are extremely inThe capitalization is $441,000 divided formal. He knows a large proportion
into 23,520 shares. The incorporat- of the voters of the
county by first
ors and directors are: T. V. Coffin,
name
come into the
and
when
they
1120 shares; W. P. Riley 800 shares;
W. J. Lewis 8G0 shares; H. M. Gage court the scene is rather a social
320
shares and C. M. Botts 160 one. The judge sits on one side of a
shares. The company plans a large plain table, the indicted man on the
are
irrigation system on the Penasco other. "How about it, John
river.
you guilty?" asks the judge.
Insurance News.
reckon, I am, judge" is the usual re
The Bankcs Life .Association, of ply "All right, John, I'll have to
Dos i:ci .'
Iowa, doles business on fine you ten dollars and costs and
the assessment plan has today ap- you can't vote any more for five
plied for admission to transact a life years, and I'll just put a six months
insurauca business in New Mexico. work house sentence on top of that
The insurance department has noti- but I won't enforce it as long as you
fied the company that it will not con behave." "All right, Judge,
you've
sider its application at this time as got the goods on me." "And say,
it desires to await its financial con John, you've been keeping liquor in
dition as of December 31, 1910.
your house and inviting your friends
me tlepartmeiit n;s called uuon in, haven't 3'ou?", the judge some
all fire insurance companies tran times asks, Adams county being dry.
sacting business in Now Mexico to mats rignt, mage," says tne ac
submit its contracts for approval.
cused man. "Well, you'll have to
The automobile
that out,
John. Remember
insurance con- cut
tracts of a number of companies there's a workhouse sentence hanghave been returned to the compa- ing over you , if you don't walk
'All right, Judget
nies as with information that the straight."
good
same will not be approved until the bye," and the penitent one goes to
sections providing against loss by the court clerk and pays fine.
burglary and theft have been exVote Selling was General Industry
punged.
West Union, Dec. 28. The "bought
and sold" voters of Adams county
Now Hav 365 Prisoners.
There are now 365 prisoners in evidently are in a panic for today
the penitentiary Sheriff Julius Mey- more than a hundred men who have
ers
of Torrance county having not even been intoxicated, and whose
brought in four more prisoners from names have not been mentioned in

PLUNGE

REPORT!

On New Year Old Age Pen-sio- n More Than Two Million Imand Insurance Plans
migrants Landed in United
States This Year.
Go Into Effect

INDICTED SMELTEB HOSPTTALIS DAMAGED LONGEST DRY3PELL RECORDED
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Operated in England, Germany,
France, Bulgaria and
United States.
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 28. Documents
indicating that they have swindled
many church goers throughout the
country were found today on two
Armenians under arrest here charged
with obtaining money under false
pretenses. The men, who gave their
names as "Deacon Michael Joseph"
and "Archbishop Joan Bejan" claimed that they were collecting money
to he used for missionary purposes
in their country. The papers indi
cate that they had been operating
in England, Germany, France and
Bulgaria as well aa in America as
iar wesi as anta Fe, New Mexico.

Re-ject-

j
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THE LITTLE STORE

WE

THE

THE GOODS

HAVE

Cauliflower,
Cabbage,
Celary, Carrots,
wax Beans, Green String Beans Green Peas

IGfcGULUlGO

Finite

Bananas, Oranges, Grape Fruit, White
Red Grapes, Black Grapes, Persimmons.

Apples
Qr8peSi

NUTS AND CANDIES
TUlvKEY, CHICKEN AND OYSTERS

Winter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40.

Telephone

WE GIVE CASH RtGlBTFK TK'KBIS
CAfcB
FEBCHASrB
ALL
WITH

NEW YEAR AT
THE SHOE STORE

!

l

What is more acceptable and appropriate for a Christmas gift than
a nice pair of shoes, a pair of slippers
or some of those comfy house slip-

iis id mm

THE PIONEER.
(One of the Musings of
Set Down by Richard Wightman)
To love to live I choose this as my
life,
The world is full of chatter, cheap
and vain,
And painted sights and foolish paven
lanes where people moil at
pleasure,
Getting none, returning it again for
naught, and less than naught
And
emptiness of heart
and soul
Which makes a mock of life and
turns it sour.
All this I pass; not prudishly, as one
who fears to mix with men,
Nor scorning human things.
Xor in a cloister mood, seeking aloofness and some mystic spell
But rather in a thirst, for redder
wine,
A crave for passions that are ne'er
outworn,
A lust for one good hack at old Convention, statued in the Square!
To those who love the groove, the
patterned task, the vested rights,
I say, adieu!
Give me the thing to do that's not
been done,
That helps my kind, and yields my
spirit wide egress,
The way upon the beech to mark my
way,
A golden sunset from behind the rugged hills,
And, then, should the gods allow,
A white arm round
my neck

The Eighty-FivComLordsburg
pany near Lordsburg, Grant county,
has decided to erect a large gasoline
hoist with a cage'' that will bring the
ore up on the cars instead of in buckets. The company will also put in a
fifty horse power steam plant, which
will be used to generate electricity
for the pumps and for lighting.
The
Copper Queen will take all the ore
from the mine. An average of 100
tons of ore is being taken out at present. Thirty-twcars of ore were
shipped from Lordsburg during last
e

e

week.

hn
Sehuuer of Gallup af-several weeks f nrasnpeH
m,t
s
preliminary work in Aztec canon,
Kinlev countv. has secured an kln.nl
location on the Aztec seam. The coal
is five to six feet in thickness and,
has a good roof. The opening is close
to the Santa
railroad.
Jicarilla Three thousand pounds
of ore were taken from the Gold Stain
claim at Jicarilla, Lincoln county,
with which to make a mill run to de- termine suitable, machinery for the
claim. Colorado men have leased the
property and expect to work it after
New Year. W. E. McBrayer and son
are working the Belle of New Mexico
1

i
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LI DAY GOODS
In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.
Come Now and Make Your Selections

HOTEL ARRIVALS

THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.

Phone

-

f CHRISTMAS

titty-seve-

n

-
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STORE

M

ilFliri

-
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REXALL

Toys Toys Toys

owned by Colorado people.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.
Nogal A strike of ore which is
Palace.
yielding as much as $2,300 in gold a William White, Las Vegas.
ton is reported from Nogal, Lincoln
Claire.
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY
county. The extent of the ore body
J. Davis, J. J. Burke, New
Richard
has not been determined as yet.
York; members of Frederick Warde's
Organ. Prospectors in the Organ
Mis3 Mabel Tracy, IndianP. O. Box 219
Dona
Ana county,
39
have company;
district,
Irene
Burrell, Champaign, 111;
apolis;
struck a vein that carries 500 to 600 D.
C. Percival, New
F.
R.
York;
And on my lips the kiss of Her who ounces of silver to the ton. Nickel
Ed- .
iiimibii
miri iimiiiww m.iin m. in
.vanadium ore has been also found. Goodman, Durango; Mrs. W. L.
understood and shared!
Mexico.
wards,
Puebla,
The Stephenson-Bennet- t
From "Success
mines will
Magazine."
Montezuma.
...
also reopen after New Year.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Warde, Mr.
of
mill
ErnesThe
the
Mogollon.
Marriage License Issued. A
and Mrs. Arthur F. Warde, New York
license has been issued to Pru-- tine Mining company at Mogollon, city; W. B. Patrick, George W. Vic-- ,
Socorro county, handled 72G tons of
dencia Olivas and Vicente Trujillo, ore last week from which there were tor, Denver; Ernest C. Warde, New
Robert Brice, Trinidad; R. W.
at Las Vegas.
sacks of con- York;
produced
. T
XT
17
1,
n fD..,
- 1,cw
of
Walsh
Death
SmithWalsh centrales. The precipitates smelted man.uc'-DuransnIP!
- A
mm
C. Rankin. Lah Ve- I
'
'
5.8JZ 'troy ounces ot gold and,;
.
Sniith aged 43 years, died at Albu-- : yielded
.
J. . VJ,
l
UCU1
in VClfl. V11CLUJ.1 t r,
f
querque yesterday. He leaves a wife
D. E. Brodersen, St Louis;
mines, twenty stamps are dropping Dave 1
and a daughter.
Porter, New York; C. M. But- mm.
1ftft
nv
r,o
Volant
Died at Hospital-Will- iam
j. .caum, ias vegas;
veiopment on the Deadwood mines! ier,
oea,8 turner . rvuuens
Brach, a Santa Fe railway employe,' haS been suspended until the mill
1
died in tha Albuquerque hospital. He started next month. The De laVeine
loronaao.
.
oil
of.
engine has been
compression
high
wi a6 j ov
r and
jrotio.
Elmpr Smith Fllint North TlnVntfl
made a successful test. run.
set
trAll
.nr. allui rtr"BFell From Building W. H. Stur
vaiiwii.ua,
ThA Silver Dollar irrmin is located nn
geon tell trom the root of the newithe south branch of fte Last chance Samuel B. Gomez, El Paso; Rodolfo
- .
c
v
xox
x.1
vnTinrtiiim mill at Cutter. , Sierra conn-- t
xrvv
AntomtO, COIO; L. A. Lar-trh
ie 1 i.
iuu tvivu
luuc At id a wui.vtt wi
ijv
oiiotoinod iniurioo that mnv'litQ fnr. fnnt moll arH onrlooito fnr son, UttO; Martin Drake, HiStanCla,
tir on
.
.
.
.
....
TTonru Nnrmati
Vegas, John Staf
prove tatal.
hanging. The east dmt at the Dot- W. D. Patterson, Espanola; JoTiburcia Romero Crushed to Death torn of the shaft was advanced 35 ford,
seph Dokes, Saskatchewan, Iowa.
t
Tiburcia Romero, aged 21, was feet during the month on a
and
Gold
crushed to death by an electric car at ledge of ore. The Mogollon
What could make a more acaept-blEl Paso within sight of her husband Copper company has received its oil
or appropriate Christmas gift, use
storage tanks, sinking pump and othRonquillo Romero.
Wenzell er machinery. Retimbering the main ful to every man and woman, than a
Wheel
Killed in Flv
Enter-wheel
Holmes, aged 36, was caught in a fly- - shaft has been started. The
hundred engraved calling cards? The'
at Tucumcari and fatally in- - pris Mining company has advanced New Mexican
can suit the most fas- - j
the
feet
Why, the HARDWARE STORE is just the place to buy sensible,
jured. He was taken to the hospital the third level twelve cross-cut-during
s
are tidious in this line.
Past week. Foot wall
useful Christmas gifts.
at Alamogordo where he died.
the second and
Silverware, Carving Sets, Table Cutlery, Pocket Knives, Ranges
inf ven on both
Jockey Thrown and Badly Hur- tThe
levels south of the shaft
third
and a thousand and one other things will make presents your famia
a
Abran Martinez,
youth riding
and
On Pressing Occasions
Reduction
ly or your friends will like.
horse in a Christmas race at Las Treasure Mining
continues development and
Don't throw your money a way buying some trashy present, but
Vegas, was thrown heavily and sus-- , company
come to us and buy a sensible gift.
hrain
stoping in good grade ore. Additional
tQ;n0,i onnf.nssinn nf th
On
,
cyanide tanks have been ordered.
If it's Hardware
Gold Dust mines, good progress
We have it.
made in advancing both the
being
collect
Scott, the Las Vegas garbage
from the cross- tor. died in the Meadow City. The east and west drifts
we
ana
in
cut
tunnel
sinh.ng
couple had been married 45 years,
A contract has been let in the
.
.
V
shaft.
..
.
r,
.
rsosweil rr ze riqni cnas in now.
shaft of the Iron group.
A prizefight pulled off in Roswell :main
William Frazer, John B.
AfvD RETAIL
Twining
free
a
ended
for
in
afternoon
Monday
all fight and Fire Chief Whitman had
RATON
to turn on the fire hose to quell the
YANKEE

....

248 San Francisco St.

THE

Incorporated 1903

j

JOHN PFLUEGER
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ELIGMANBR0SC0.

-
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Very Appropriate for
New Year Gif ts.

THE REXALL STORE

Established 1856.1

n

o

Gallup-Jo-

Bidwell and A. Clarence Probert have
formed a partnership to take over the
well known Frazer mining properties
at Twining, Taos county.
South Fork Mining Engineer
e
of Denver,
who built the
Twining mill, is supervising the construction work on the Hanim property
at South Forks, Taos county. A new
strike is reported and a 1,500 foot
tram will be built to convey the ore
from the new workings to the fifty-tomill which is to be set up. A
little over 70 feet of work has been
done on the new strike.
Hillsboro As
to
vanadium , if
all
are true, Hillsboro,
reports
Sierra county, has not only some of
the highest grade vanadium ore in
the United States, but possibly as
as any in ,he world- This
erty 18 owned fcy William F. Hall and
located not over one and a half
mlles from the court nuse north of
town just at the entrance of Ready
.
..
wr.,T.T
a- me wP oin ItTl
UU,L" ueal il
vvnite Mill.
It has a streak of vanadium ranging
from four to ten inches in width.
Experts have announced that the
vanadium is the highest grade mineral of that kind found in the United
States. Vanadium is found from the
eastern side of the Caballos to the
Black Range.

'

pers.
Fine line of ladies and gents felt
and leather house slippers.

Shoe Specialist

BOOi

UP.

Man-Aliv-

CHRISTMAS WEEK
VpripfoKlpc

DAILY

WEDNESDAY,

vv-

-
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al"1.
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NEW YEAR

NEW YEAR
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Xflli

The

Store

five-foo-

We have a small stock of Choice and well selected
for NEW TEAS GIFTS and
goods suitable
invite you 'to inspect what we offer.
PENS,

BOXES,
SAFETY

PACKAGE

4l

'

'
LEFTOVERS

j

ALL NEW-- NO
Large Assortment of Tags, Seais

FISCHER DRUG

&

!

'

NCHILDREN

e

PERFUMERY, FOUNTAIN
STATIONERY,
and FANCY
PIPES, KODAKS
RAZORS,

CANDIES.

Greeting Cards.

COMPANY

'

Stora

The fste'ta.Pi, Store

.

e,at?

ha!?atfithe

i

riot.

AND

DOLLS

F.

GORMLEY'S

MURRAY

.

nK Oilu

-

Sole Agents For
IMERNAT10NAL

STOCK

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

UUI1

llUUgCUl

SALT

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal.
oawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

A 8.

Telephone

AVENUE
F. Depot.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

and

Hflfli

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and

Retail

ELK'S THEATRE
SAT-NIGHT-DE- C.

GENERAL STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.

Wholesale

j

Ramon Ortiz Sued for Damages.
Ramon Ortiz has been sued for $2.- 200 damages in district court at Al
31st
when you need your clothing, or any
buquerque by Ernest H. Fischer, who
part of it, cleaned and pressed don't
alleges that Ortiz sold him a piece
of land to which Ortiz had no title.
TH3 FAMOUd-ORlGINAL- S
be foolish enough to try and accom- i
Statehood Rally at Las Vegas On
plish it yourself because you will lose
Friday evening of next week, a statetime, and temper and probably
hood rally will be held at Las Vegas
MACK both
the
ruin
garments. Better bring them
at which Governor Mills and O. A.
to us and we will give you a profes- On
Larazolo will make addresses.
sionai jou uiai win uiuiuuguij muwj
Saturday evening, a similar meeting IN TUCID
CIDCT
I n
M K 0 I anrl
j
will be held at Mora.
you in promptnesSj excellence anu
GKtAltbl-bUUUtbJ- )
Burned to Death in Bonfire. MarreasonaWe price.
garet Kelly, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wiliam Kelly was burned to
death in a bonfire at Heaton, near
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
APGfl C
Gallup, McKinley county, her cloth1
O
ing being set on fire accidentally.
Statehood Rally at Albuquerque.
On Thursday evening, the statehood
campaign in Bernalillo county will 150
- 150
LAUGHS
open with a public meeting to be addressed by Governor Mills and O. A. 16 BlGSONG-HlT- S
16
Larrazolo.
For 19 years the only
Plumbers' Strike at Albuquerque
class tonsorial parlor
first
Owing to the refusal of several of
Fe.
Santa
in
to
the Albuquerque master plumbers
NEW FITCH
sign the regular agreement with the
OUR
THE
OF
journeymen, a number of plumbers
TREATMENT
have refrained from work since SatGRIZZLY BEAR is
guaranteed to cure, (not only
urday.
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
Bride Deserted by Her Husband).
We also
Mrs. Lou E. Gamble, who against the Special Price 25c, 50c, 75c $1,00 other scalp irritations.
carry a complete line of all the
wishes of her parents at Abilene,
popular hair and facial tonics.
Texas, married a young man, was
abandoned by him at Albuquerque
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
The Struggle, for Statehood
after he had taken $700 belonging to
BATHS BATHS BATHS
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
his bride. Gamble was arrested and
to
the Duke city where
OF EFFORT.
brought back
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
he was lodged in Jail, but later effectPhone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
By Hon. L. B, PRINCE
bride.
ed a reconciliation with his
en Mondays and Tuesdays
j

FOR XMAS. AT

FRANK

WmARColS

WHOLESALE

on
TQYS

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEW..MEXICOj
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of

all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to S175.00 per acre. These are
.
ideal homes ready for you.

.......

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00, to $20.00 per acre
BANOHES.
LARGE
AND
.'SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on government lent. We have irrigation enterprises, iiettitacr capital. Moneyed men are

invited to correspond with ns.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW MEXICO,

:

LET

:

RANCHES.
LARGE
AND
SMALL.

;

US HEAR

FROM YOU,

allstarcast

FOOD.

'

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

45

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCH

FE-

-

SEE

PHONE AC
BLACK T"J

OIR NEW YEAR OFFERINGS
STERLING SILVER MANICURE SETS
Nail Files, Tooth Brushes, Manicure Scissors and Pieces, Match Boxes,
Korean Brass in
Picture Frames.
Ladies' and Gents' Traveling Sets.
Candle Sticks, Puff Boxes, etc.

GOLD AND SILVER JEWEL BOXES

Yours for Good Goods and Low Prices
846 San

Francisco Street,

i

'

'

TOILET

r.

H. C. YOfiTZ

n- -

m- -

the

The Book of the Time

IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
IiruKglstsiefund money If it falls toeure E
W.GKOVE'S signature Is on each box. 25c
TO CURE A COLD

santa Fe

DANCE

If 70u would discuss the1 subject
Intelligently.
1
Mailed on

receipt

of

ff
"P1'""

NEW MEXICAN PRINTINGOo,

Santa

Fe, N. M

aundry
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED

X22.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in ih
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
Nt flaspar Ami

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONH RED 1JJ.

By Taking ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.

Stop T hat Cough We 6uarantee to relieve the Cough or money back.
airtnacy

Phone 213

Pharmacy

IP

uirvAV.
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AGE THREf

is a device."
The Illinois and Indiana
nave
railway commission
Based on Evidence of Santa Fe People
knowledge of one device which not '
only tested satisfactorily but is said
Grateful thousands tell it
to meet the requirements of simpliHow weak backs were made strong,
OF
city and certainty under any and all
Weak kidneys made well
weather conditions.
Urinary disorders corrected.
Irrigation of Winter Gardens.
Santa Fe people add their testiSafeguards for Interurban
Irrigation has been made a housemony.
hold art in Chicago for the winter
USED THE WORLD OYER TO CURE A COLD III OKE OAT.
They gladly praise Doan's Kidney
Railways Receive LegisPills.
care of potted plants by an ingeuious
lative Attention
For quick relief and lasting cares.
provision for water reservoir under Always remember the full name. Look
TT)J
j
Santa Fe evidence is now complete.
the dirt. As a result the
tat
this signature on every box 25c.
Is
Santa Fe testimony
confirmed;
floral displays in windows exposed to
Report3 of early relief substantiated. MORE MONEY PUT !N BUNKING the sun has become sufficiently conCures doubly proved by test of
venient in flats to give a new imtime.
petus to the growing of geraniums
Let a Santa Fe citizen speak.
Earinin?s of Packinc Comnaines and
things. The wives who live in
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon
St.,
vv may
with little housev.ork and many
re
ui
flats,
ine
viiy
Santa Fe, N. M., says:
allurements to bridge parties and
Not Excessive.
"The public statement I gave in fatheatres, now can go off for a week
vor of Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902
If they want to and leave the waterstill holds good. For four or five
Chicago, Dec. 28 Safeguards lor
of their flowers to a sponge,
ing
years I was subject to attacks of interurban railways in Illinois will
below
j which connects the reservoir
backache which were so severe at be the
subject of legislation this win- with the soil in which the flower
times that I was unable to work. I
tried various remedies said to be ter, in preparation for which a con- roots eat, drink and are merry. The
cures for troubles such as I had, but ference between the railway commis- preference of Chicagoans for fiats
r
sioners and managers of the traction and apartment buildings was a blow
nothing benefited me until I procured
stems
y
to
held
a
has
been
choose
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly
at many old fashioned customs, dear
?
I
a committee to represent the latter in to feminine hearts, but by the
proved their worth and effected
cure which has been permanent. My the preparation of the proposed stamethod the window flower
"
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills tute. One system ha3 ordered block custom is reviving, florists say.
has been so gratifying that I gladly signal equipment for 100 miles of
itself to this homely task promrecommend them."
line and another is planning to oper- ises to be rewarded as generously
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 ate its trains by spacing blocks, with as was the vender of the "teddy
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo, signals.
The big signal companies bear" and the inventor of chewing
New York, sole agents for the United have failed to provide automatic safegum.
States.
ty stop equipment although offered
Many New Banks.
Remember the name Doan's and to
them, the haggling over price to
take no other.
Additions
aggregating more than
the poor inventor being the invariable
made to the
110,000,000 have been
matters
factor
in
of
this
retarding
Notice for Publication.
kind. Alcohol was held responsible capital stock of Chicago banks during the year now drawing to a close
for many of the wrecks.
Secretary and
the total investment in new
(Not Coal 01450.)
of
the
commission
Kilpatrick
railway
shares is nearly $13,000,000.
banking
Department of the nteriov,
urged this as a most important factor Of
the additions to capital stock
TJ S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. in the selection of trainmen.
In the
exisNovember 21, 1910.
roads forming a close network steps $1,700,000 was contributed by
HON. A. H. HUDSPETH, DEMOCRTIC FLOOR LEADER.
Notice is hereby given that Lucy have been taken to require safety ting banks; $3,200,000 by new banks
Isabel Balfe, of Santa Fe, N. M., who equipment. R. A. Dyer, Jr., assistant and $2,300,000 by stock dividends or
on September 9, 1908, made home- general manager of the Rochester, the transfer of surplus to capital
"The Little Tribune." they called ency that many features advocated
Nearly ail the new
No.
stead entry
for Syracuse & Eastern Railroad Com- stock account.
01450,
him in the constitutional convention by the minority were embodied in the
a
was
sold
at
issued
stock
premium,
SB.
SW.
NE.
NW.(
pany, reported to the League for Puband Lots 2 & 3, section lic Safety: "There are some safety some of it as high as $220 for each although he is little neither in stature constitution in one form or another
nor in mind. A. H. Hudspeth is an and when he affixed his signature to
11, Township 16 N., Range 9B..N. M. stop appliances such as you refer to, $100 share. First Nationaid increase
Oaks, Lincoln the document he could do so with the
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten- but these have not come into gene- $8,000,000 to $10,000,000, selling the attorney at White
tion to make final commutation proof, ral use in connection with block sig- $2,000,000 of new stock at $20 a share. county, associated with George Y. satisfaction that he had more to do
of $4,000,000 which the Hewitt and has been to the fore in with shaping the document than perto establish claim to the land above nal systems,
on account of being Of the total
stock
$2,000,000 was char- Democratic party councils and in pub- haps any other excepting a few of the
produced
or
Receiver
before
described,
Register
more or less impractical and uncerV. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on tain, due to weather conditions, and ged to capital and $?,000,000 to sur- lic life for quite a number of years. leading delegates.
First In the constitutional convention he
Mr. Hudspeth is a bachelor.
The
the 30th day of December, 1910.
it is opinion of railway men generally plus. On the same date the
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo. that an appliance which is uncer- National Trust and Savings Bank proved himself a ready debaler, an as- first that New Mexico heard of him
for the Cree
in reased its capital to $2,500,000 by tute politician, a brilliant floor lead- was as bookkeeper
S. Tweedy, Chas. A. Siringo, John S. tain of
operation in winter, may be
Scotch cattle
from surplus er and he was one of the brightest of ranches, a million-dolla- r
$500,000
R. Hammitt, Edmonia T. Hammitt, an element of
transferring
rather
than
danger
In the; combina- a galaxy of bright Democratic attor- outfit in Lincoln county. He was laaccount.
to
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
capital
safety. Also, appliances to be reasontion of the Continental and the Com- neys who fought every inch of ground ter sent to the legislature, admitted
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ably reliable must be simple, as an mercial the stockholders of the for- when party issues were involved. It to the bar and became
a successful
Register. intricate mechanism canot be depento put up any i3 due to his insistency and persist legal practitioner.
not
were
mer
obliged
ded upon and may only create an
new capital, but had the benefit of
If you want anything on earth try appearance of safety, which, in
a stock dividend of 20 per cent, or
I
there
not
does
believe
exist.
a New Mexican Want Ad.v
reality
Dearborn cagoan chosen by President Taft for stunt like the one about which we
of $1,S00,00. The Fort
National increased its capital $500,000 the chairmanship of the Federal are going to tell.
It was on last Friday night, just
at par, making a total of $1,500,000; Art 'Commission waB the architect
the Western Trust and Savings for the Hotel Hector with which the after retiring, that we were startled
Bank from $1,000,000 to $1,250,000.
'New Mexico Military Institute
Rector cafe has been re- by a noise in the chicken
famous
house,
Among the new banks started in the
seeming to tell us that the life of the
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
and
at
placed
those
Broadway. old
having
city during the year
family rooster was in jeopardy,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
the largest capital aTe the Standard Dining with the "four hundred" has and that the Christmas dinner
might
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Trust and Savings and the LaSalle its facinations when a man has th3 be
out of commission, which it
put
11
men
were
and
with
detected
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
many
Each
price,
Street National.
began
was. It was time for getting busy,
"A."
$1,000,000 capital and a paid In sur- stealing quietly eastward with their and it is useless to
say that the call
wives and their wives' best gowns
Through Academic course, preparing younf
plus of $250,000.
was answered in the best style practheir
men for college or (or business life. Groat
profeshelping,
notwistanding
Profit in Packing Business.
wm
sions in respect to the west, to make ticable after being aroused from a
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
dream of "how to get out
tribute exacted of the public the
The
of any Military School In the Union. Located
opening of Rector's an event midnight
,
the next issue" and it may be rememby the Chicago packers for slaughter-meat- almost national.
reason
One
in
lay
on
Pecos
the beautiful
'
Valley the garden
- if t'
as revealed by Armour & Com- the fact that Charles R. Rector! bered that the "scooping" of this
spot of the West it an elevation of ?,700
item was the most startling experiannual financial statement made his start as a successful
pany's
res-is
feet above sea level, suDshlne everv day, but
proves to be 2.33 per cent or less than taurant in Chicago. Before his cafe ence of our newspaper life. We went,
Ittie rain or sdow during session.
two cents and a half on every dollar's was torn down to make room for through the hazy moonlight to the
(Cleven Officers and instructors, all graduchicken coop which had by this time
worth of product sold to the retail Hotel Rector, almost
nightly William
ates from standard
eastern colleges. Ten
butchers. The company's sales for K. Vanderbuilt, John W. Gates, John become a heaping mass of flopping
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
the year totaled $250,000,000 on which Drew, William E. Corey aud others chickens and shrill music from the
ed and modern lp all respects
the margin of profit of 2.33 per cent, whose names are widely known were frightened poultry yard band and the
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
old family rooster's honk was
on sales earned on the capital inamong the diners and Rectors' be-- : good
Vice
vestment of $93,983,313 the net of came a name to
G, Hamilton,
working well. Covering the front of
President; J. Phelps White,
one.
with,
conjure
The company's invest-- j famous play, song and story.
$5,S17,721.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
The the house is a wire netting, which
ment in the business now includes restaurant of the new hotel follows in the moonlight gave us a good idea
& FInlay
$73,983,313 of surplus accrued by the the Rector traditions of being on the that "something" was on the inside,
For particulars ai illustrated catalogue
expansion of the business in th9 first floor and is said to be one of the though the door was still fastened.
I
address
half century since it was founded by most richly decorated rooms in the It developed at once that the troubleCOL. J AS. W. WILL80N.
P
P. D. Armour, and the capital stock world, the colors being gold leaf maker had gained entrance by digSuperintendent.
and in his gluttonous enThe recent report of
of $20,000,000.
against French gray with draperies ging under,
Morris & Company showed net earn- and upholstery of French cardinal deavor to get his holiday rations,
into provide for a gateway
ings, after the deduction of bond
rose. The hotel itself ia conceded had failed
terests and administration expenses by architects to be one of the most in case of being caught.
to be $1,402 500, an amount which
Stopping the hole through which he
graceful and artistic structures in
the big fire loss will almost wipe out Gotham.
had entered, and opening the door
even when the insurance is adjuswe confronted the biggest and toughInadequate Water Supply.
in
crouched
ted. J. Ogden Armour, the president
ever;
est proposition
An inadequate water supply for a the
of Armour & Company, made this
opposite corner of the house the
terse comment to the stockholders: big city like Chicago without pro- monster semed to grow with each
about vision for high pressure system is second and was apparently in the
"The earnings, which equal
door.
6 2 Per cent, on the net capital in certain to result, it now is said, in act of springing towards the
it looked as
vestment, are fair, considering the just such disasters as swept away With only a
unusual unfavorable condition under Chief Horan and his gallant firemen. though the chances were equally
which the company operated during Chief Horan was one of the strongest divided, the editor having only the
the year." The earnings of the pack- champions of the high pressure sys advantage of being "in the clear"
a city council where it would not be impossible to
ing business for 1910 were less than tem and addressed
in previous years, notwithstanding committee regarding it a few hours outrun any living beast.
With all Lake
highest organized economies in hand- before his death.
The first shot went wild, playing
the net income of Michigan at hand, failure to provide fatal havoc with the old rooster, ana
ling
30 H. P.
$1,500
of
fire prevention
Armour & Company having shrunk the modern system
causing the "thing" to climb the
We repair and care for all makes
about $SOO,000 from the 1909 total3, has been due to the "watchdogs of walls and scream in a most hideous
made
who
have
prothe
&
Company
city treasury"
and that of Morris
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
fashion.
The second shot, and a
portionately, such unusual losses as capital out of objecting to the expen- third one, and the monster, a forty-fivfires and similar contingencies being ditures of city money for that purS1NTA F GARAGE
lynx, came down on his
Palace Ave.
If the margins on pose. , Business men, Fire chiefs, in- back pound a bullet hole
not considered.
with
through his
aldersome
of
men
the
and
which the enormous packing business surance
in the way of a
got
having
heart,
is done grows much narrower the men time after time have attempted
stray shot from the gun of a frighd
boast of packing town, to bring about the reform, but each
editor.
tened,
The
was
used"
defeated.
time the project
"everything but the squeal is
threshold a
across
the
We
have
acto
to
bring it
will have to include the squeal for fire seems likely
NEW YEAR ALMOST ARRIVfcD
beautiful fur rug, to which we can
the
No
one
than
more
disputes
complishment.
profitable
something
as a trorecords. The magnitude of fact that an adequate supply of water some day point with pride
and we still have line in the City
the
Columbus,
at
of
days
phy
pioneer
holocaust
the
the business has been more or less would have prevented
to the old family
of Toys and Fancy Goods
obscured in late years by the loud at the Morris & Company plant in the regretable disaster Christmas dinner
rooster and the
outcry of the consuming public in stock yards fire, for the fire would
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS
notwithstanding.
front and of the farmer behind about have ben extinguished in a few minarrived
first
when
the
utes
meats
and
engine
for
prices
prices charged
Foley Kidney Pills are tonic in ac
On the basis of if the stream had ben larger than
Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
paid for livestock.
tion, quick in results, and restore the
Armour & Company's financial re- a man's thumb.
is invited to call and examine them.
natural action of the kidneys and
port the profits have been made by
bladder. They correct Irregularities.
bulk of business and NEW MEXICO EDITOR HAS
enormous
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
management so close that in the net
FIGHT WITH BOBCAT.
CO
HOW'S THIS?
has
margin
results the narrow
been kept on the right side of the led- Columbus, Luna County,
Witnesses i We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
ger.
an Exciting Encounter Which
'cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
'
The Lure of Broadway.
Disturbes Repose of Scribe
Cure. P. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
The lure of Broadway, one of the
We, the undersigned, have known
and of late
boaBts of Chicagoans
(Columbus News.)
J. Cheney for the last 15 yearn, and
It looks like a shame to tell this F.believe
years deprecated in public out of
him perfectly honorable in
to Chicago's own grand opera, it does.
To think of an editor getloyalty
Should be accompanied with 8omelittle remembrance,
all business transactions, and finanneverthethis
and
a
sensation
like
caravansaries
with
growth
ting away
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, low priced
able to carry out any obligaless has swept7 New Yorkward for and not getting his liver chewed into cially
made
tions
novelties suitable for the purpose.
by his firm.
New Year's a contingent of western- shredded hay, is almost too good to
WALDING. KINNAN, & MARVIN,
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, wa
The incident was a rare
ers, which in distinction and number be true.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
have the 'Elison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
ia humiliating to the Chicago civic one, happening within only a few Hall's Catarrh Cure
is taken internmade. Coma in and enjoy soaie of this music, and look
pride. Regardless of the bright lights blocks of the business portion of ally, acting directly upon the blood
at our attractive display of goods.
at home the trains to New York have Columbus, and we hope to not fright- and mucous surfaces of the system.
borne away "blue book" throngs en - parties who contemplate settling Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c,
seeking brighter illumination. One here, for we can swear positively per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
special reason for it this year is the that we have never before, and never
Take Hall'o Family Pills for
fa t that D. H. Burnhatn, the Chi- - intend to again, pull off another
A POPULAR

VERDICT.

Therc ia Only One

L CAUSE

"Bromo Quinine"
Thai is
Laxative Bronte Quinine

IE

f

CONSTITUTION MAKERS

Notice for Publication.
Coal Jemez Forest.)
Department of the Interior,
United State Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Nov. 14, 1910.
(Republication.)
Notice is hereby given that
the
following named claimant has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S&1 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 2i, 1893 (27
States., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U
S. CL Comr., Cuba. N. M., on Febru
ary 10, 1911, viz: Celso Sandoval, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4423 in
Sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W N
It. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual coniinuous adverse
(013846

possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Ramon Casados, Luciano
Cristobal Casados, Euseblo Trujillo.
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires t'j protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross
examine the witnesses of said claim-tinand to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANTEL R. OTERO
above-mentione- d

t,

Register
If you want anywrng on eaTOi
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

We Have Built Up

7

d

Foster-Milbur-

1--

-

's (

We have received the first shipment
of Ball Bearing Buggies with which
we expect to stock our barn eventuall-

WE HANDLE LUMBER

large quantities and have every
y. These are very high class rigs, modern facility for furnishing the
eaulpped with lights fulfilling the city very best rough or dressed
In

ordinance.

Lumber
We are thu
Give them a trial if you wisn to of every description.
enabled to make the very best prices
find a marvellously
light running
for Lumber
of such high grade.
vehicle!
We will be pleased to figure on your

4

WILLIAMS

1--

1--

MO

contracts.

RISIM

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139

Re.

Charles W. Dudrow

Forty-fourt-

tLASTICMSSB
The kind that grows with your library

that will fit practically any space that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that Is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional

1

1

i

roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
bearing doors; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made In a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arranuneot injibrary .parlor, etc
non-bindin-

g,

New Mexican Printing Company
Fe, New Mexico.
Sole Agents, S

RIDE IN THE MOON

ti4nwiMMasMManaBMwwKxkiMMwsuaMaMnBr

et Stamps

1--

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE 8AME THIN
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
AVE TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THESE DAY

e

PRICE-LIS-

time-honore-

news-hungr-

y

J

L

'

1St

2

e

2

One-lin-

26.

2

25,

2

15.

es"
for

one-hal-

on

lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band Dstsr
,
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
8TAMP PADS.

Your New Year Greeting

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

T

Inches wi
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-linand not over 3
Inches long
8tamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp, 1EH
e
and not over 5 Inches Ions
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin-e
8tamp, over 5 Inches long, ftr Inch
Each additional line, aame price. JV
(Curved linn on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
f
Where type used is over
Inch Inch In siz, w char(
line for each one-hainch or fraction.
One-lin-e

Mi
5B
35

l.M
1.50
1.50

Fac-Smi- le

SELF-INKIN-

cents;
cents; 3

10
15

2x3

15

cents; 2
50 cents;

FOR 1YPE SPECIMEN

I

PW

25

cents; I

x4

M,

75 csnta.
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ADDKESS
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NEW MEXICAN, SAN1A FE, N. 1L

THE SANTA

FOUR.

PRAISE FROM INDIANAPOLIS.
MTERUL SOCIETIES
From the state of Senator Bever- idge comes unexpected praise for one
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
MASONIC.
of the government
departments of
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vica President. the Territory of New Mexico and an
Editor and President.
Lodge No
v Montezuma
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureadmission that some things, at least,
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
mar communication
are done better in the Sunshine State
Entered as Second Class Ma tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
first Mondny of eacJ
than in some other commonweaitns.
month a Masonic ha)
deRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.50 Says "Rought Notes," a journal
Daily, six months by mall
at 7.30 p. in.
voted to insurance and the indus25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
year
Weekly,
per
H. H. LORMAN,
75
tries:
carrier
Daily, per month, by
1.00
Acting Master
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
of the old states might well
"Many
50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
tertake lessons from the 'frontier1
ritory of New Mexico in ths conduct ALAN R. McCORD. Secretary.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
of their insurance departments.
A. M.
R.
Regular coninof
Chavez, superintendent
The New Mexican is the olde3t newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
second
vocation
Monday ot
surance of New Mexico, issues freevery postoffice in the Territory, and has a large an4 growing circulation
each month at Masonic
bulletins setting forth facts as
quent
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
gathered by his department which
3. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
are not only of interest to insurance
SELIGMAN. Secretary.
ARTHUR
buyers of the state, but, if the

SANTA FE NEW

BLANKS

MEXICAN
r.

o

fra-que-

warnings therein contained are
followed, are certain to prove of great
In fact, it has actual value. In his bulletin Just is23,000 inhabitants.
A NATION OF BIG CITIES.
more than 10,000 sued he warns against the patronage
with
one
only
city
The Bureau of the Census Has pubtwo
that have be- of unauthorized concerns and points
people, and but
lished the final recapitulation ot the tween 5 000 and
to put trust
10,000
inhabitants, out how dangerous it is
0
cities of the United States with
in these undergroundera.
are
two
if
there
more,
although
they
and more inhabitants at the Cen" 'Communications
continue
to
had taken in their suburbs, which
sus of 1910. The total of such cities would
come to this department from people
reached
the
latter
class.
have
is 22S; of these fifty have more than
Of the cities of more than 100,000 who state they have policies In such
100,000 people and ITS have a popu- New
York, Ohio and Massachusetts and such a company and want to
100,000.
and
lation between 25,000
know if they are authorized to traneach
have live, or almost
Fourteen cities have risen above of the
sact business in this territory,' he
in
are
cities
located
large
the 100,000 limit the. past ten years,
those three states. New Jersey, Cal- - says. 'Without exception they refer
.
.
...
a i
n..
tO Wit. Ainaiiv, i. 1.,
ftuauiu.
three to various concerns known as 'ex- norma, Pennsylvania have
Birmingham, Ala., Bridgeport, Conn.,
which
of the large cities be- - changes' and 'underwriters'
one
half
each,
Ohio,
Dayton,
Cambridge, Mass.,
in the six states named. Connec- are conducted upon the mutual plan.
ing
Mass.,
Lowell,
Grand Rapids, Mich.,
ticut, Michigan, Missouri, Tennessee, This department has issued repeated
Nashville, Tenn., Oakland, Cal., Port- Minnesota
and Washington have two warnings against insuring with these
Va., Seattle,
land Ore.. Richmond,
s
concerns until they fully comply with
0
of the cities of
each,
Wash.
Wash., and Spokane,
the laws of the territory. If our citiand
in
therefore
more,
being
100.000,
Of the fifty cities above
zens persist in accepting contracts in
of
twelve
states.
The
the
following
there were 34 that made a greater states have one
each of that these concerns and then have cause
city
durof
population
absolute increase
class:
Georgia, Maryland, Alabama, for complaint they have no one to
ing the past decade than during the Illinois, Colorado,
Indiana, Kentucky, blame but themselves as this departdecade and twenty-fou- r
preceding
Wisconsin, Louisiana, Nebraska, Ore- ment cannot enforce the payment of
in
of
a
made
greater percentage
Rhode Island, Virginia and.Dis claims in unauthorized companies
crease. The aggregate population of gon,
s
'
are entirely at
and the
Columbia.
trict
;
these fifty cities is the enormous to
The following nineteen cities have their mercy. These concerns comply
Ten
before,
of
tal
20,303,047.
years
more than a quarter million inhabi with no law and would rather do busthose cities had an aggregate popuiness through underground methods
tants:
.
lation of 15.199,375, in 1890 of 11,47Q,-364than pay taxes which are met by all
New York, 4,766,883.
authorized companies. Most of these
2,1S5,2S3.
Chicago,
Although the rates for individual
concerns could not get into the terriSt.
687,029.
Louis,
cities varies widely, ranging from
tory to transact business legally if
C70,58o.
Boston,
sixty-fivper cent in the case of Althey were to try. They claim to sell
Cleveland,
560,663.
bany, N. Y., to 254.4 percent in the
insurance cheaper than the stock
558,485.
Baltimore,
case of Birmingham, Ala., it is rathcompanies but when they dodge their
Pittsburg, 533,905.
er noteworthy that there are ten imjust claims or pay in long time notes
465,766.
Detroit,
portant cities which show approxiit is found to be the most expensive
Buffalo,
423,715.
mately the same rate of Increase
insurance that could be bought. The
San Francisco, 416,912.
19.6
Boston
last
the
decade,
during
law provides that every agent of a
373.S57.
Milwaukee,
New
Orleans
percent, Buffalo 20.2.
company must have a certificate of
304,463.
Cincinnati,
18.1, Omaha 21, Paterson 19.4, Philaauthority from this department and
357,409.
Newark,
delphia 19.7, Pittsburg 1S.2, St. Louis
if the people would insist in calling
New Orleans, 339,075.
Washand
21.6
19.4, San Francisco
for these certificates or licenses be
331,069.
Washington,
ington 1S.S. There are now nineteen
fore taking out insurance much trou
Los
Angeles, 319,19S.
cities having over a quarter of a milble and annoyance would be avoided.
301,408.
Minneapolis,
Newof
lion inhabitants, four
which,
This department has in every way
267,779.
Jersey
City,
ark, Los Angeles, Minneapolis and
The ten largest cities of the world endeavored to drive these concerns
the
entered
group
have
City,
Jersey
include three in the United States as from the trritory and the only way
since 1900; The rank of the five
success can be attained is by
follows :
greatest cities has remained the same
All
of the people themselves.
London,
7,429,740.
the past twenty years. Seven cities
s
who are not sure of
New York, 4,760,883.
have advanced in r!fnk since 1900;
their contracts of insurance should
Paris
2,763,393.
Dethree of these, Cleveland,
write this department and ascertain
si2,186,079.
Tokyo,
are
Milwaukee
and
troit
the legality thereof.'
Chicago, 2,185,283.
on
the Great Lakes. The
tuated
"How many state
Berlin,
2,101,933.
shown
is
in
rank
departments
advance
by
greatest
of
Vienna, 2,0S5,8SS.
with ten times the tax revenue
which ranked
Los Angeles,
St. Petersburg, 1,678,000
New Mexico are making any effort to
in 1900 and seventeenth in
1910.
Philadelphia, 1,549,008.
prevent the inroads of these unauth
orized marauders? Not half, it is safe
of the
Moscow, 1,359,254.
The aggregate population
to say, probably not a fourth, of the
ITS cities, between 25,000 and
A NATION OF
state insurance departments have
is 8,204,900. The same cities had
The French senate has made a ever issued similar warnings to their
an aggregate population in 1900 of
The increase during the de- curious discovery, curious, because constituents. New Mexico may be
cade is therefore 2,326,146, or 39.6 it affects one of the main industries a territory and way out on the out
of France, an
industry which has skirts but in this respect it is not far
percent.
Omitting three cities Muskogee, been coddled and promoted by gov- behind the most efficient of state de
was deemed a partments."
Niagara Falls, and Stamford which ernment agencies,
were incorporated between 1890 and preventative of the
drunkenness
1900, the aggregate population of the which the French press said characThere is much to the contention
remaining 175 cities in 1910 is 8,123,-999- ; terizes the American people because of the teacher of San Miguel county
more whiskey
in 1900 these cities had a popu- they drank
than that school text books should not
But today, the re- be
lation of 5,839,106, and in 1890, 4,347,-786- . French wines.
next February. New
changed
striction
of wineshops in Paris and Mexico can well await statehood beThe absolute increase during
the decade 1900 to 1910 was there- other cities has become a living is- fore making any changes, for a
fore 2,284,893, compared with a per- sue and the French senate, for the change at the present time is unnecentage of 34.3 in the previous de first time in many years, is discus- cessary and expensive. In many fa
sing a bill for the limitation and the milies, the text books used by the
cade.
to thy
Of the 175 cities for which com- control of the liquor traffic. A Cath- older children are passed
parative figures for the two decades olic bishop in St. Louis recently de- r ounger ones as they enter the same
w,c
are given, 120 show a greater abso- clared that Socialism is an emana- grades1. State'1'' od will make
lute increase in the decade 1900 to tion of the beer mug, and the higher changes in text books on geography
1910 than in the preceding
assert- and history and may necessitate the
decade, clergy in France is now
and eighty-seveshow also a higher ing that atheism is the product of substitution of new books inside of
the wineglass. However, it i3 not another year. Educators do not alpercentage of increase.
It is noteworthy that the smaller this that is alarming the French ways fully realize what a grievous
cities as a group have maintained, chamber of deputies, not even the burden it is to parents to fit out a
during the decade 1900 to 1910 as fact that the number of wine rooms numerous family with text books but
well as during the previous decade, has increased from 334,000 to half they should at least on the score of
reduce the number of
a million, or one for every
economy
a rate of growth considerably
above
thirty
that maintained by the larger cities, grown men, but that as a result, the changes to a minimum.
the rate for the aggregate population young men for conscription in' the
The campaign against the constiarmy are more and more unfit physiof the smaller cities during the
has collapsed'. But there is
cade 1900 to 1910 being 39.6 percent cally, morally and mentally. As says tution
a large and silent electorate that is
the
cable:
special
and that for the larger 33.6 percent,
"Statistics show that the depart- opposed to statehood, that fears that
while during the previous decade the
the radical elements of the Democratcorresponding percents were 34.4 and ments in which alcoholism is most ic counties may gain dominance on
furnish
prevalent
29.
the g. latest numor that the
ber of young men who cannot be ad- f.ne hand
About
(69 out of 228) of
citizens will wield too great an
the cities in continental
United mitted for service in the army, or influence in the new rtare ou the
States show an increase of over who have to be sent home, pending other hand. These enemies of statefifty percent from 1900 to 1910. Of their return later after another medi- hood are not saying much but they
cal examination. In the Seine Infer-ieur- will be at the
the northern cities, about
polls in full force and
district, 29 per cent of the it therefore behooves every patriolic
(35 out of 164) show such
an inmen
examined for the army New Mexican to be at the polls too
crease; of the southern cities, about young
(18 out of 43); and of the are rejected, while in the Orne the on January 21, lest the battle be lost
number has risen to fifty-fiv- e
western cities, about
It Is no
per to "General" Indifference.
cent. Alcohol)'- n progresses with the longer a battle for or
(16 out of 21).
against the
Of the twenty-twcities which number of cabarets. Another sena- constitution but a battle for or
have more than doubled their popu- tor has pointed out that the amount against statehood.
lation during the past decade, ten are of alcohol drunk at home also is inThe Congressional Record of Dein the West eight in the South, and creasing. 'It is not the workman
four in the North. Following is a alone who is addicted to its use he cember 21, throws more light on the
list of the twenty-twcities with said, 'but his wife and children as status of the boundary dispute betheir rate of increase. The list is ar- well. And that is why France is go- tween Texas and New Mexico than
appeared from the press dispatches
ranged in descending order of rate ing down hill."
and the president's message. Senof increase.
The forthcoming report of Territo- ator Heyhurn's address is respectfulOklahoma City, Okla., 64,205, 539.7;
Vernon
L.
Sullivan, ly recommended for perusal to the
Muskogee, Okla. 25,278, 494.2; BIr rial Engineer
will mark an epoch in the irrigation El Paso Herald and the El
Paso
mingham, Ala. 132,685, 245.4; Pasaof New Mexico. It is Times.
development
Cal
30,291. 232.2; Los Angeles,
dena,
more than twenty years since there
Cal. 319,198, 211.5; Berkeley, Cal.
has been an attempt at publishing
The Socorro Chieftain puts Senator
206.0; Flint, Mich. 38,550, 194.2; a resume of New
Mexico's irrigation Culberson'of Texas in the Cook class,
Wash.
Seattle,
237,194,
Spc194.0;
resources. Since for the line which the Senator deenterprises and
Wash.
kane,
104,402,
183.; ""nrt then, there has been not only notable scribes as the 103d meridian is as
Worth, Tex. 73,312, 174.7;
Huntingbut a great increase of far from the true meridian as the
El Paso, development
ton, W. Va. 31,161, 161.4;
accurate knowledge
as to stream spot on which Cook alighted is from
,Tex. 39,279, 146.9; Tampa, Fla.
flow and the forthcoming report cov- the North Pole.
138.5; Schenectady, N. Y.
ers the subject fully so that It will
207,214, become a standard reference for the
129.9; Portland, Ore.
The Farm Journal says that "mil129.2; Oakland, Cal. 150,174,
124.3; present of those interested in irriga- lions of pounds of wool are imported
San Diego, Cal. 39,578, 123.6; Taco-ma- , tion, or intending to invest capital in annually to supply the home demand.
Wash. 83,743, 122.0; Dallas, Tex. irrigation projects. On another page Why not grow this wool on our own
92,104, 116.0; Wichita, Kans. 52,459, the New Mexican publishes a few of soil and keep the money in the famiA little more tinkering with
112.2; the illustrations from the report, in- ly?"
112.6; Waterloo, Iowa 26,693,
Jacksonville, Fla. 67.699, 103.0.
cluding two striking views of the the tarin ana a lew more forest re
New Mexico has not a single city Arroyo Hondo
six miles serves and all of the wool needed In
project,
the United States will be imported.
among the 228 placei ot mpre than south of the City of Santa Fe.
25,-00-

one-thir- d

two-third-

Santa Fe Commandery No
1, K. T. Regular conclavt
In each
il fourth
Monday
"month at Mfl'onlc Hall at
m.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
7:30

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
Ancient and Accepted
14th degree.
Scottish Rue of Fiee Masonry meet
on the third Monday of each montt
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening ie
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons axe cor
dially Invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.

100,-00-

policy-holder-

e

Santa

h

B. P. O. E.
Fe Lodee No. 460. B. P. O.

E--

holds Its regular session on the sec
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are Inviteo
A. J. FISCHER,
nd welcome.
J. D. SENA.
Exalted Ruler

J.

R.

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mex.
Butchers' Bond, 2 sheet
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of Licenses,
sheet
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto.
pllego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
Certiflcado de Nombramiento,
pliego.
Fianza Oficial, j pliego.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz VI
pligeo.
Formula de Enumeraclon,
pliego.
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre- pliego.
ceptors,
Caminos, 25c.
Libros de Recibo de Capltaclon, 50
en un llbro, 25c.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un llbro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego.
Documento Sin Garantia,
pliego.
sheet
Option,
Notas Obligacionei, 25c por 5.
Libros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Recibos Supervisores de
Libros de Elecclon de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
y 40c.
Applicacion por Llcencla d Matrl- monio, 2 pliego.
4
Certiflcado de Muerte,
pllego.
Certiflcado de Nacimento, 4 pilego.
Registracion de Fallecimentos y
Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorio Criminal y
Civil, J4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volume; 3 to 12 inclusive, $3.30 each;
Money's Digest ot New Mexico Re
ports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c
Retail Liquor License. 50 in Book,

J..'

PALEN,

...

Santa Fe,

-

Th Oldest Banking Institution in
New fisxteo. Established In 1879

4

4

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

i--

$

1-- 2

2

K

Jj

1-- 2

5

1-- 2

5

2

5
2
:j
cj
j

Transacts a general banking business in all its branch.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on ail kinds of
persona and collateral security. Buys and seils bonds and
stocks in ail markets for its customer.
Buys and
domestic and lresn exchange and makes tolera;hic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liber,?' terms
as are given by any money transmiiing agency 'public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advance made on consignments f livestock anj products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respacts,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicittA-

1--

mmjmi

JUL.
,

One

Facsimile signature
wood

cut

with

stamps,

$1.50

"ff

TH'HiiH

hotel

W'LLIAM VAUGHN

pROP,
Best Hotels in the

of the

$3.00.

Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1.00.
Regular line daters, for ten years,

PALACE

West

BOOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVBATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

I

Large Sample;
Room for
memal Travelers

t

Corn-Unexcell-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

The Glair Hotel
HAS A ROOM FOR YOU.
WHEN IN TOWN G1VS US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza. Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTA1MENT OF
GUESTS.

Prices European Plait, $1.00

tarn

i

Attorneys-at-La-

CHASE & SANBORN'S

WILLIAM McKEAN

30.000

1--

Chas. R. Easlcy,
Chas. F. Easley,
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
EASLEY & EASLEY,

100,-00-

$150,000

1--

35c.

New Mexice

.

Assistant Cashier.

OF SANTA FE.

4

extra.

Attorney-at-La-

BEAD, Cashiei.

First Rational Bank

Tit

4

1-- 2

PAUL A. F. WALTER

DECEMBER 28, 1910.

FRANK McKARE,

2

Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification of Change la Assess
of
Pythias.
knights
100
Book. S3.75.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2. Knights ol ment by Assessor, 50 In
$3.00.
in
General
Book,
License,
3d
and
1st
Pvthias. Regular meeting
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St, Visit 100 in Book, 75c.
County Superintendent's Warrant,
ing Knight's invited to attend.
50 in Book, 35c.
AUGUST REINGARDT. C. C.
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 in Book, 25c.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
50c.
pages,
F. W. FARMER.
Poll Books for Town Election,
Homestead No. 7829.
pages, 40c.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
rectors,
Delgado's Hall.
30c and 40c.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Road Supervisor's
Receipt, 50 In
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
Book, 25c.
Stamps, Etc.
inches
One line stamp, not over 2
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
long, 15c; each addiional line, 10c

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

J. B.

President,

A. EUGBES,

Secretary.

policy-holder-

forty-fourt-

WEDNESDAY,

C. DIGNE0,

Up

Proprietor.

WINE-BIBBER-

.

Spanisu-Amer-ica-

one-thir- d

one-fift-

e

h

two-fifth- s

three-fourth-

s

-

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico.

Taos,

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,

72,-82-

Avy

New Mexico

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court ol
ihe territory.
New Mexico
Las Crucos, RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Daviet
Attorneys at Law.
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
A. B. Renehan

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

After You Have Tasted
"Chase

&

Sanborn"

Seal Brand Pure Coffee,
Ordinary Coffee Does
ALSO

....

TEAS

Q. W. PRICHARD

Boss Patent Flour is the

Consellor-at-La-

Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laugblln Blk Santa Fe, N. M

TO

$2.50

$3.00

A

DAY

HUT

Every Room
a Good One.

124126
Montezuma Ave.

BEST

IN THE CITY

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

Ai

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL JART OF CITY

! a
ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
RATES 60c to
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
$1,00 per day

OOJjD BATHS.

Capital Hotel

Two Blocks From
One Block West ol

&

Depot

Capitot

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and DIb
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Coert and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and TJ. 8. Land

II. S. Kaune Co k.

Offices.
-

RATES

Proprietor.

ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER RESTAURANTS

EDWARD C. WADE

Lm Cnices

THOS. DORAN

CORONADn HOTEL

Attorney-at-La-

and

FINK SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

CZ3

Practice m the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prdmpt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexice
Santa Fe,
Attorney

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.

Not Seem to Satisfy.

CHASE & SANBORN'S

E. C. ABBOTT

New Mexico

ATTRACTIVE DINING

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN FLAN

ROOM-G- ocd

Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

R. W. WITTMAN

Santa Fe, N. M

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the

TJ. S.

Santa Fe,

o

37,-78-

-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

o

40,-43-

-

Pure Coffee

...

Surveyor General's

Offlc

New Mexico

La Salle Restaurant

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Two lioors below F. Andrews'

PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stock.
Money Loaned for Investors.
We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
other Business Opportunities through
out Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.
New Mexico
STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M. D.
Physician & Surgeon,
Office 117 Palace Ave.
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
2 to 3 p. m., and by appointment
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
Phone Red 48.

REGULAR MEALS

SH0RT0RD ERS

AT

Store

25c.

ALL

HOURS

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00

French Noodle order

20c. dish.
New York Chop Suey 20o. dish.

Tsos

1IPEML

We Is

hm

ompan1

Express

Geseral Express Fgreartiers
'

Tn

Parts of tfse World.

LAUNDRY Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'

For Best Laundry Work

MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
basket leaves Monday Tuesday Payable Tbroughont the' United States. Canada. Mex
Returns Thursday and Friday.
and all Foreigr Countries.
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Print Mrs.F O. BROWN Agent,

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican
ing Company.
iNew Mexlct
Santa Fe,

Phone No. 23 Red

J D. BARNES. Aoent

WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE.

31, 1910.

DECEM8ER

.SATURDAY,

DECEMBER 28, 1910.

14--
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.UNITED STATES BANK

in

niiririnni

mi

page

CAPITAL $50,000.00
a General Backing Business
Your Patronage Solicited

NINE

t!

iwimru

PAGE FIVE

(

HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS

j

TRUST CO.

&

'MitT'

Mrs. Vest Felt Like Crying
Walacle, Va., Dec. 28. Mrs. MaryPERSOHAL MEMTtON.
Vest, of this place. "I hadn't been
verfc- well for three years, and at last
I could not stand
I was taken bad.
Charles W. Dudrow is again quite on
my feet, I had such pains. I ached
ill at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
all over. I felt like crying all the
Elmer Smith, of Elliot, North Da- time. Mother insisted on my trying
kota, is at the Coronado Hotel.
Now I feel well, and do
Cardui.
No medDavid Porter, the well known hat nearly all my housework."
salesman, is here from New York. icine for weak and ailing women, has
John Stafford, a well known livery been so successful as Cardui. It goes
man of Esjianola. is at the Coronado to the spot, reilevjng'pain and
hotel.
up
tress, and building
George Streeter, a grocery sales- strength, in a way that will surely
man from St. Louis. Is at the Monte-- please you. Only try it once,
zuraa.
J. Eaton, the meat salesman from was
formerly an employe of the New
Las Vegas, was calling on the trade Mexican
Printing Company and
yesterday.
worked under the capable SuperinChiof
man
S. Norton, a business
Mr.
of the
tendent
company.
cago, 111. is registered at the Capi F. P. Sturges for many months. Mr.
tal Hotel.
Sandoval left for his home WednesMr. and Mrs. W. E. Blood of Albu-- j
day morning. Mr. Sandoval. is hap- j
,, maTr,pd an(, his ,vifp
querque are visitors in tue city, im-a ROriai
are ai me mixiai uuiei.
He considers
leader
Tularosa.
at
Miss Ruth Bacon is here from Tu-- ; nimfielf happy
because he is the
sas, Rio Arriba county, to spend the f th
nf t
hpamifnl rim.frhtprs
holidays with relatives.
Many persons who have cards of
"l admittance are visiting the Catholic
Auorney rraim r. jrum.
Willard, Torrance county, was in the?c)ub at 120 Cvntra.l Park South, to
city yesterday on legal business.
SPe the portrait o Ar(.hbisnop j. r.
who is well
Dr. T. C. Rivera,
pjtava 0f ganta Fe, N. M. The
in Santa Fe where he former-nesSj wWch ,g remarUaby success.
ly lived, arrived here yesterday from - ,
nntprt hv Mati.no Sanrtnr
Chamita, Rio Arriba county.
i
New York Herald.
(Mr. Sandor
S. Norton, a business man of Chi- was here last July and spent some
cago, 111., is registered at the Capital time in and around Santa Fe.)
hotel.
L.
Territorial Engineer Vernon
Bradford
L.
Prince Sullivan returned
this noon from a
left last evening on a business trip
good roads and irrigation trip to
to Albuquerque.
He will return
Eddy county.

diiniw

Does

JST.

,..'41

I
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J
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1

B, LAUGHLIN, President

N.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Caseier

Surety Bonds

Real Estate

NSUEAJi

I

E

C

FURNISHED AND
NISHED,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,
UN-FU-

For Rent

R

A

(C.

j

W. Guy Turley has gone to Velarde,
Rio Arriba county, where he is engaged on an Irrigation survey.
W. D. Shea, wife and sister are
expected home tonight from a holiday visit to Denver.
Mrs. W. L. Edwards of Puebla.
Mexico, is a visitor in the city and
is registered at the Claire hotel.
"Mrs. C. F. McKay and little son,
Charles, are here visiting relatives.
They .reside in Santa Fe." Las Vegas Optic.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Amador," of Valleci-tos- ,
Rio Arriba county, are visitors
in the city and are stopping at the
Coronado hotel.
Attorney H. L. Ortiz, the efficient
court interpreter who attended the
December
term at Estancia, Torrance county, has returned to the
city
Miss Grace Williamson, stenographer in the office of Territorial Sec-

Don't Overlook New Year at the
Give

a Sensible,

STORE

iT

I

Present, and not one that the Recipient will ask

Useful

"What Is

For?"

A

Full Line of Useful Gifts Such as

ROCKERS,
DESKS,
CHINAW ARE, FINE RUGS,
And other furniture Presents that last, and prove a joy for
Akers-Wagne-

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

&

President,

Seey-Trea-

SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

J.B. HAYWARI)

E, P. DAVIS,

GEO. M. KIKSKLL,

A, B. RENKHAN

years-

Furniture Co.

r

REALTY

a

Manager.

s

INSURANCE AGENCY.

draw

LEGAL

DUMB
INDIAN
RAZOR

--

FE HARDWARE

SANTA
HBMKWfr!t'?v--

full sheet.
Yearly Proof.
sheet.
Final Proof.
Contest Notice,
sheet
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
2

2

2

sheet

Affidavit of Contest Against
2

2

2

I

6heet.
Declaration In Assumpsit
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
Lease,
i
Lease of Personal Property,
1-- 2

1-- 2

Investments.

1-- 2

2

An

sheet

sheet.
Chattel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
sheet
Power of Attorney
2

a

ideal form of investment is

Certificate of Deposit

National
First OF

PICTURE

130

125

RED

FlUmlnG

TASTEFULLY

These certificates are issued for deposits of $50. and
upwards. They bear interest at the rate of FOUR per

BE SURE

per annum, payable annually or
are negotiable; good as collateral .security, and can be
renewed at interest periods.
CENT

2

2

sentf-aarntt-

The
R.

2

PALACE
AVE

J. Palen, President.
Read, Cashier.

J. B.

Santa

DONE

LUMBER

to

2

Prof.

W.

IKS'

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
the north bound train and arrive at

at

7 p. m.

Ten miles shorter tnan any othr
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.

icaaato Ma.3
TliingrCoecLfortabla.

smu-ga-

FARE

55

UPATPH

Pi

S5.00

AND

like a halo that's ever round us.
His pact may be heavy, but it'a never
too large to carry.
1b

OUR DELICATE PERFUME
FOR HOLIDAY TIME

outlast the year.
GIFT

SUNDRIES
STORE

AT THIS

KEMPER

SUCCESS

air

suggeste to tk tbirvty M teartfcfag

i1

Bflma

GAflTA FE BOTTLING

jnflslj..

AH rfrteks
Rxor

Complete Equipment

Special Scenery

Mfe iron

S)1mrf water.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

Carefully Selected New York Cast

R. V.BOYLK
CLSREkDON

& Co.

If you went anything on earth
IS you want anything on eartn try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.

TtlepkoM Ettf M nd km
yew orders fe&nred

BBS

Ik eftwriay

SIX MONTHS GRAND OPERA HOUSE CHICAGO

PHARMACY
s

OFT

V. DELGADO, Mgr.

LEMON SODA, ISOH IffEW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

THE CAPITAL
Stripling-Burrow-

i

AS PRODUCED 2 YEARS ASTOR THEATRE NEW YORK

are elegant but not expensive.

Successors to

THOMS

fttftttElt ALE, WILD CHERRY,

r

We have a triple extracts that almost
XMAS

29

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THE GREAT WA GENII ALL

THE PERFUME OF SANTA'S
MEMORY

lOOD'YS HACK LINE

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

M

THURSDAY DECEMBER

29 th

ROBES

O. K. BARBER SHOP

Taoa

ii

ROOM

247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N

COAL YARD

91

Whenever you want an easy ebave
As good as barbers ever (rave,
call on me at my salon
Just
a mr.cn nr av or busy noon
I'll curl and drs9g tlie hair with grace
' jour mo,
I'll suit the contour
My razor sharp and o .soi s keen,
clean
towelsare
Is
neat
and
My shop
Aud everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.

M

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

2

.

Fe, Nevr Mexico, December 2, 1910.

EUGEIMIO ROMERO

4

grand-mothe-

T.-'W-

Fe.

1- -'

2

BATH

First National Bank of Santa

4

2

FIRST CLASS

Hy,

Call on us or write for further information.

4

SATISFACTORILY

AND

Baiseb:

SANTA FE.

2

DAY ANIGHT
PHONE

in

THE

VICTOR

2

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers

SUPPLY CO.

&

2

sheet.

1-- 4

ROT

CLUBS
STROPS

TOILET SETS
VASES
ANDIRONS
DRESSERS
ROCKERS
CARPET SWEEPERS
BOOKCACES

?

MULLIGAN &

BELL8

gain table, It will pay you.

Mex
ot
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
3G9a, full sheet
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
full sheet.
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness.
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PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your1 property.
We respectfully solicit your business,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76

SILVERWARE

Our stock offers a great variety of Presents for every member of the
family. Let us show you our goods and quote you prices. See our bar-

Printed and for sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.

PROF. GEO. W.
where
from Deming, Luna county,
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Apshe spent Christmas with her sister. plicant, full sheet
Mrs. George Cabot Ward and her
CELEBRATED PALMIST
sheet
Relinquishment,
sister. Miss Olivia Cutting, of New
sheet
Township Plats,
York City, are spending the holidays
Township Plats, full sheet
Clahoyant & Spirit Medium
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
General Elanke.
Bayard Cutting and their brother,
Bond for Deed, 2 sheet.
Bronson Cutting, at the latter's home
Bond ot Indemnity,
sheet.
on Buena Vista Heights.
and call upon this marvelous man.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
"Miss Constance Abbott, daughter
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Rarely do you have the OPORTIMTY
of Judge Ira A. Abbott, of this city,
Official Bond,
sheet.
of consulting with as gifted a person
is spending the holidays with her
Not!ce ot Sale Under Foreclosure
as this Prof. VICTOR.
father here. Miss Abbott, for several
and popular of Mortgage, full sheet.
years, a well known
He Tells You all you wish to
sheet
Application for License,
member of local society, is now conTells you about your business
know.
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
nected with one of the leading New
love, divorces, diseases, seaffairs,
of
Notice
sheet.
York theatrical
AlbuConveyax.cn,
companies."
wills, deed, mortgages, etc
Certificate
parations,
of
sheet
Election,
querque Morning Journal.
Frederick Warde, the great trageReport of the Assessors, full sheet
HE reunites the separated, restores
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
dian, accompanied by Mrs. Warde,
lost affections, teaches you how you
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
and members of his company, left
may win the one you love, even
this morning for Las Vegas. While
Application for Marriage License,
though miles away.
in the city, Mr. and Mrs. Warde and
sheet
sheet.
his son and daughter-in-law- ,
Certificate of Birth.
Mr.
REMEMBER
sheet.
and Mrs. 'Arthur F. Warde, were reCertificate of Death,
Butchers' Shipping Notices,
gistered at the Montezuma hotel.
He gives names, dates,
Alberto Sandoval, who was census sheet
facts and figures.
enumerator and a leading citizen of
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
FEES
50c. & $100. FEES
Tularosa, Otero county, was a visitor
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond,
sheet
during the holidays in the Capital
Letters of Guardianship,
City. While here he was the reAll Business Confidential
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
cipient of the most cordial attention
9 HOUR
HOUR 9
Letters of Administration,
among his many friends. Mr. Sansheet.
doval's mission in this city was a
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
r
VICTOR.
GEO.
visit to his
Mrs. sheet
Candelarita Gallegos. Mr. Sandoval
Letters Testamentary,
sheet
North West Corner of Lincoln & Palace.
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PITCHERS
KITCHEN CABINETS
WRITING DESKS
BRASS BEDS
CENTER TABLES
CARVING SETS
POCKET KNIVES
MANICURE SETS
TOOL SETS
SCISSORS
TOY WAGONS

BLANKS.

sheet
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final
sheet.
proof,
Additional Entry,
sheet.
1 2
320 Homestad
Entry,
returned sLeet
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retary Nathan Jaffa

We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE &

INSURANCE.

like-know-n

j

Phone. Red Bo. 189

FURNITURE

CHAFING DISHES
PERCOLATERS
GUNS
BOXING GLOVES
FOOTBALLS
PUNCHING BAGS
REVOLVERS
SKATES
RAZORS
WATCHES
FANCY CHINA
WATER SETS
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WATSON & COMPANY
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CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANCHES AND LARGE UNIMPROVED
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY. .

For Sale
O

j

Mgr,

POULTRY

FLOOR

$1.50.

BALCONY

$1.00 AND 75c. SEATS ON SALE AT USUAL PLACE

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
bred burred Plymouth Rocka and Vhlte Wyandottes. Cblckeua
yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed 01, clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis genua nor Ptomaine polsotilng,
A FEW FAT HENS FOK EATING.

UP THOSE DARK PLACES

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

Call

?hedmsin

Light Company

Pr?rtator

RIPE FRUIT NOW

24 Hour ciecinc service
We ae Agents

KERRY KRICK.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.
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The Greatest Roman of Them All.
Frederick Warde, the
actor who came to America In
1S74 and acted as support to Booth
and McCullough and who has been
known as "the great tragedian" for
over thirty years, playing as a star in
most of the principal tragical parts,
notably as Richard III, Othello and
Macbeth, was again the Idol of theater-goers
last night when he appeared in the role of Brutus in Julius
Anglo-America- n

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUIl FREIGHT!
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

East or West

For Rates' and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

Paso Texas.

--
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J

eeez:

M
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TV

Caesar.
It was the same Frederick Warde
seen years and years ago in the
large theaters of the large cities; it
was the same Frederick Warde who
has held university students spellbound by the hour with Ms talks on
Shakespeare; it was the same rich
voice, splendid figure and commanding eye. Mr. Warde is on the eve of
60 years and yet he is still on the
stage an untiring worker, for despite
his art and his energy he has not
amassed wealth in his three or four
decades of acting.
To those who
know and consequently love the man,
there was a pathetic side to last
night's performance that was not
drawn by the master hand of the

dramatist.
the house was not large
and the applause was not of that enthusiasm compelling variety, the per
formance last night was pronounced
Although

and say he had done right.
Praetor Cassius.
And Cassius? There was another
arch traitor, and the role was played
by the great tragedian's own son, Ernest Warde. Who was Cassius but
another Brutus, who had fought
against Caesar, had accepted Caesar's pardon and then an office of
Cassius sufpraetor under Caesar.
or too
fered from
much exercise, and brain work made
him have that "lean and
hungry
look'' that worried even his patron,
Cassius instigated the
Mr. Caesar.
conspiracy against his friend and
drew Brutus into it. Ernest Warde
looked the part and acted the part.
His voice unfortunately lacked
in
richness and power but he was a human engine of activity.
He was a
master of detail and if he had had
his way he would have put Marc Anthony to the sword instead of having
Erto take that medicine himself.
nest Warde had the misfortune to
breathe rather heavily after he had
died on the stage and the comedy of
the idea was too much for some of
those who were close enough to the
stage to notice it.
In high altitudes it would be well
for Brutus to send in his cloak and
have one of the soldiers throw It
over Praetor Cassius' chest.
There was a third "star,," Andrew

DECEMBER 28, 1910.

WEDNESDAY,

all due respect to certain critics who In the County of Santa Fe, and Terrt
found in Horace Porter's make up "a tory of New Mexico, is authorized to
surprising resemblance" to the Cae- have succession for the period specisar we know, the writer is frank to fied in its amended articles of associadeclare that it is a long jump from tion; namely, until close of business
the' thin careworn, wrinkled and per- on December 2, 1930.
IN TESTIMON? WHEREOF witplexed face of Julius Caesar's bust
Museum and
in the British
that ness my hand and Seal of office tbi
second day of December, 1910.
plump,
LAWRENCE O. MURRAY.
dancing-eyeCaesar of last night.
Caesar was affable, witty, generous
Comptroller of the Currency
and devoted to his mother, his suc- (Seal)
cessive wives and to his friends, if Charter No. 1750. Extension No. 1767
we can believe history. He had a
Notice for Publication.
pure Latin style and still had time to
plan military campaigns that proDepartment of the Interior,
claim him a great military genius. V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Mr. Porter, of course, did not have a
December 14, 1910.
chance to speak Latin to sow his
Notice is hereby given that Pascual
purity of style any more than he had Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on
to show his technic August 4, 1905, made homestead enopportunity
in handling the battle of Zela. The try. No.
NE
for NW
Caesar of last night spoke his lines
NW 4 of section 15,
and SE
fair;' well, but imperial and royal e township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
ranee was not his high card in meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
the three-ac- t
game he was allowed to to make final
proof, to eshold a hand.
tablish claim to the land above deMiss Olive Thorne as Calphurnia, scribed, before register or receiver U.
the wife of Caesar, who married at S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
59 B. C, was a charming Roman ma- the 8th day of February, 1911
Claimant names as witness:
tron, with dreamy look in her eyes
the kind of look that ought to have
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva,
been heed by a great strategist of Cruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M.,
Caesar's caliber.
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The other charact rs supported
the leaders pretty well, and the "Pop-ulu- s
Romanu ' that gathered around
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Caesar's body executed a fairly good Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
Russian Folk dance, at times.
014351
not coal,
The costumes were attractive, and
Department of the Interior.
extreml-tiethe clothing of the pedal
United States Land Office,
of the Clves Roman! was a start
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov! 21, 1910.
ling revelation to the western man
Notice is hereby given that the fol
boots.
accustomed to
lowing-nameclaimant has filed not-- ,
The scenery wa3 beautiful in cer- ice of his intention to make final proof
tain acts, one of the prettiest scenes in support of his claim under ection
being the home of Brutus.
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91,
Although Mr. Warde had boiled (26 Stats., 854), an amended by the
down the tragedy to a stock solution act of
February 21, 1893 (27 Statu.,
of concentrated diet, there were six
479,) and the said proof will be made
acts and the play lasted until nearly before Alfredo Montoya,
Probate
11 p. m. Had he brought in the wily Clerk
at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
to
Julius
familiar
Cicero and others
9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of PeCaesar students, the performance na
N. M., for the claim 2520
Blanca,
would have been too long. If he had in sees. 35 and 36, T. 16 N R. 5 B., N.
cut off the last two acts he would M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
have taken away the quarrel between
He names the following witnesses
Brutus and Cassius, which was prob- to
prove his actual continuous admost
of
one
the
Interesting verse
ably,
possession of said tract for
parts of the tragedy and was all the
sur-

WAN
FOR

RENT Rooms
for housekeeping.

II

8439-0690-

& Co.

TYPEWRITERS
I

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and
Typewriters sold, exchange!
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.
sup-ulle-

4

4

ap-p-

TO AND FROM KOSWCLU.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughaa at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
la $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,

that submitted

Register.

high-heele-

d

more interesting occurring between
father and son, Frederick Warde and
Ernest Warde.
Santa Feans who went to the Klks
Theater last night may never see Mr.
Warde, Sr., again. He is now a vet
eran; the last of the old Romans,
but he still is a great actor and a
great man. He has done a noble
work for forty years calling attention
of
to the beauties of the writings
that supreme poet and interpreter of
human life.

'

,

twenty years next preceding the
vey of the township, viz:
Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Paa Se- gura, Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,

13i
Annual

Convention,

American

National

Livestock Association

FORTH WORTH, TEX.

Blanca, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea12,
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said clainm-ant- ,
Paid in Full..
to offer evidence in rebuttal
and
Eugene Walter's great play" of mod- of that submitted by the claimant
holds
in
Full,"
ern New York, "Paid
MANUEL R. OTERO,
an extraordinary place in dramatic
Register
criticism. It sjtandsi alpne as the
been
has
that
universally
only play
Notice for PubllcatTon.
Dates of Sale, January 6, 7, 8,
praised by dramatic critics in every
(013780.)
city where it has been seen. This
Land
Forest.
Jemez
Coal
fact establishes it3 exceptional powReturn Limit, January 17, 1911
Small Holding Claim No. 437
'
er and worth, and is part from the
evidence furnished by the 2,500,000 Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
persons who have seen it, far more
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Fe All
than ever have witnessed any other
!el
Notice
is
the
that
given
hereby
Such
in
time.
a
like
unvarying
nlay
claimant has filed notribute from dramatic critics as has. lowlng-name1
given to "Paid in Full" is unpreced- tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
ented.
16 and 17 of the act of March
sections
Many plays have been generally
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
commended, though against all of 3,
these a critic's pen now and then the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats..
has dissented from popular opinion 470), and that said proof will be made
Not so with "Paid in Full." In New before Juan C. Sandoval, U. 3. Ct
at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Comr.,
and all leading cities of this country 1910, viz: Mauricio Sanchez, of Cuba,
and equally In the smaller ones, N. M., for the claim 4372 In Sec 7.
wherever "Paid in Full" has been T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20 Lowest Holiday Rate and
2
N. M. P. M.
played, it has swept all dramatic N., R. W.,
Quickest Time Via
He names the following witnesses
enthusiasm.
to
writers
highest
Everyone has written it down as the to prove his actual continuous adverse
VV
greatest play of the age. A strik possession of said tract for twenty
CENTRAL
HEW
feature of this praise, which em years next preceding the survey of th
ing
'
-'
phasizes the play's tremendous' ap- township, viz:
'
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez.
peal and Its genuine quality,, is that
.
Twelve
daylight
with cor Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
it has been bestowed
' '
responding warmth on all five of the Cuba. N. M
each
"Paid in
Any person who desires to protest
companies appearing in
Full." This is convincing proof that against the allowance of said proof,
it is truly a great play. Allen Dale. or who knows of any substantial rea Dates of sale Dec.
Paicl in. Full"
the critic of the New York American son under the laws and regulations
1st and 2nd.
and
said "The photographic power dis of the Interior Department why such 30-3- 1
played in the characterization of the proof should not.be allowed will be
men and women in "Paid in Full" is given an opportunity at the
until
Good
most commanding thing I have
e
time and place to
Certain the
Rogers as Mtrk Antony.
seen. It is a revelation, and
ever
the
1911.
witnesses
said
of
claimant,
January
critics found fault with Mr. Rogers,
the author, and the
before he came to Santa Fe, for the Eugene Walter,
United Play Company, the producers,
"dancing girl variety of youth" he are to be congratulated for giving to
gave in the role of the great Antony. the, American stage so valuable a
It is true that a man only a year or property."
two under forty, as Antony was at
This famous play will be at the
the time of the conspiracy against Elks Theatre Thursday, December
Caesar, might have had rheumatic 20th, when the United Play Company
troubles to interfere with his spry-nes- will present it with a notable New
he might have accumulated York cast. The engagement Is the
more weight than Cassius and he most attractive theatrical announcemight have been lethargic but the ment of the season.
popular conception of Antony seems
to be that of a man to indicate that CERTIFICATE REEXTENDING
,"he was very light o his feet." He
CHARTER.
certainly gave both Brutus and Cas- Treasury Department,
DENVER.
PUEBLO
COLORADO SPRINGS,
sius a run for their money and after
Office of Comptroller of the
Cur$15.80
$12.25
$13.60
he was 40 years of age his retreat
rency.
over the Alps was rather
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2, 1910.
LAS VEGAS
TRINIDAD,
RATON,
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
The trouble with Mr. Rogers last presented to the undersigned, it has
$4.50
$11,50
$10.50
night was not so much the concep- been made to appear that THE FIRST
ELPAsSo!
BELEN
tion of the part as his hoarseness NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
ALBUQUERQUE
which prevented him from execution. located in the City of Santa Fe, In the
$6.35
$17.90
$4.60
The peerless orator, Mr. Bryan de- County of Santa Fe and Territory of
clares that a great orator does not New Mexico, has complied with all
the provisions of the Act of Connecessarily have to have a grsat
One and one third
to all other
"to enable National Banking Asvoice, that It is what a man says gress
sociations
to
extend
their
and
New
Mexico
Colorado.
corporate
in
points
and not so much how he says
But
Mr. Rogers would certainly have been existence, and for other purposes,"
July 12, 1882, as amended
heard to greater advantage if he approved
the act, approved April 12, 1902;
by
had put In a clarion note now and
NOW, THEREFORE, I, LAWRENCE
then to add fuel to the flames, after O.
MURRAY, Comptroller of the Curhis friend Caesar's murder.
rency, do hereby certify that THE
Julius Caesar,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
How about Julius Caesar?
With FE, located In the City of Santa Fe,
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VIA THE SANTA FS

WINTER TOURIST

RATES

ON SALE NOW

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

SANJPRANCISCO,

J

wo,yu

166.90

CITY OF MEXICO, 08. 15,
PSOENIX, ARIZ, 45.55
Liberal atop-ove- r
Lang time limit
privileges
Pullman
and
Tourist Sleepers.
Through
Comfortable C'aair Cars, Steam
Heated and E:ectric Lighted.
SANTA FE ALLITHE WAY.

For further iaformation, timetables and
Pullman reservation, call on or address.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

Santa Pe, N. M.

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0 SWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mall and
between Vaugbn, N. M., and
RoselV N. M., connecting with th
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad,
Leave Vauglhn at 8:30 a. m., arrlT
tn Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 I'M. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at
pas-enge-

the rate
per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished t accommodate any number of passenger a
to make special connections with an
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Rate fot
of $5.00

special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

excellent by Shakespeare lovers who
have seen many of the great performances given in this country.
Mr. Warde's conception of Brutus
was the logical one. There was no
obvious reason for Brutus joining the
conspirators who murdered Caesar
March 15, and Brutus simply allows
himself to be swayed into the act by
Cassius. We see a man who had
fought Caesar, then asked and obtained pardon from Caesar and later
was made a governor by Caesar.
Is it any wonder that Brutus should
worry over the plan of repaying such
kindness with treachery culminating
in a stab below the belt? Is it any
wonder that the great Dante accordingly ranks him with Judas Iscariot
as undergoing the severest punishment in hades?
Some would prefer to see Mr. Warde in the role of Mark Antony,
thinking it gives the artist a wider
field to display his

gifts.

But

to

paint a flagrant traitor like a Judas
is sufficient to tax the worthiest actor's powers and Mr. Warde through
the entire six acts has the "color
scheme" well in hand.
He showed
us a man who was called the noblest
Roman of them all a generous exaggeration given to a dead man by
that impetuous Anthony. But it was
the Brutus who merited Caesar's rebuke of "Et tu, Brute" and not a hero
who could look every man In the eye

direction
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160 Garcia.

FOR RENT Six room" furnished
house best location In town. Lease
six to eighteen months. O. C. Watson
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F. M. WILLIAMS,
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a Rayo User, Always One

Continental Oil Company
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27
17
00

Oolfax .vlth K. P. A S. W. Ay, train both Nortu'aud'Soutb.;
IHonwt-SSta? 'or Van Kouton N M. moots trains at Preston S.lM.
V. M., at 9:00 .. iu, dally except
8UH lvr m Ut PirX. X, vt.. for
undays. Fare ii no one way S3.33 round trla; fifty pound bagsaje carried free.
C. AS tr.ilu Ih.wwi !hh M I ius. S'. M-- . for the south at 11:11 p. in. Jarrlves f rora Ithe
Sorth at 4:38a. m.
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Gives the Best Light at Any Price
When vnn nav more than the RaVO
price for a lamp, you are paying for extra
decorations that cannot add to the quality
of the light. You can't pay for a better
light, because there is none. An oil light
has the least effect on the human eye, and
the Rayo Lamp is the best oil lamp made,
though low in price. You can pay $5, $10,
or $20 for some other lamp, and although
you get a more costly lamp, you can't
get a Better ngnt tnan tne wnue, menow,
diffused, unflickering light of the
Rayo.

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st 1910'.

(Rt'aJ Down)

11in

The Famous

M.

returning
3rd.

cross-examin-

HOLIDAY

EXCURSION

RATES

fleet-foote-

fare

1

it

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23rd, 24th,
25th, 26th, 30th and 31st, and
January 1st, and 2nd. 1911.

Final Return Limit, Jan. 3rd. 1911.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary j irregularities.
Foley's Kinw Pilla purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refussubstitutes.
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.

Cf;

Santa Fe, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ. Agent

SATURDAY,

WEDNESDAY,
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Concrete Duni. French Iand
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Co.

Irrigation

Rubble Dam Under Construction, Santa Fe Improvement Co.
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Red River, Above the Intake to the Red River Project.
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Construction Work on Ditch, Elmendorf

Project.
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Rock,
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French
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Tand Irrigation Co.

Santa Fe Improvement Co.
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Large Concrete

Siphon,
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Carlsbad, U.

S.

Reclamation

Project.
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Concrete

Leasburg Diversion Dam, United States Reclamation

J

PProject.
S5

Drop, French

Land

&

Irrigation

Co.

2

Pumping Plant, Banks' Project.

v

Digging Canal, Lambert Project.
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Siphon, Citizens Ditch, San Juan Co.
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Flume,

Maxwell Irri-

ted Lands Company.
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New program at the Elks tonight
Don't fail to see it
Tonight's Program at the Elks,
"The Step Mother," "A Plain Song,"
and Auld Robin Gray. Show at 8'

o'clock.
Guaranteed
to Relieve, or Your
money Back is what Zook's Pharcia-c- y
has to say of their White Pine
and Tar Expectorant in their new Ad
today. As this is the season for
coughs and colds, we advise careful
reading of the ad.
Wagons Loaded With .Snow. The
unusual sight in Santa Fe, of wagons
loaded with snow was seen
yesterday;
and it made the citizens feel quite'
metropolitan. The snow was shovel- Smith.
led from the paved portion of Sani
tranccisco street and hauled away.! Episcopal. Church in New Mexico.
The Living Church, an Episcopal
Paid in Full Draws Crowd Man-- '
ager Michael Stanton of the Elks church organ, in its annual summary
for 1910, credits the Protestant EpisTheater has received word
from
Raton that Paid in Full, which will copal church of the missionary diobe at the Elks Theater tomorrow cese of New Mexico with 1.S04 comnight, drew a capacity house in Ra-- i municant members, a gain r of 124
parton and that the performance was, since last year; with twenty-fouishes and missions, sixteen clergydeclared A No. 1.
Mr
Conway to Speak. County, men, fifteen lay readers, two candiSchool Superintendent John V. Con-- ! dates for orders, two postulants, 120
adult bapway will go to Jacina and Pojoaque infant baptisms, fifty-nin125 confirmations, eighty-nin- e
tomorrow to speak to parents
tisms,
of,
school children on school matters marriages, fifty burials, 102 Sunday
and will also whoop things up some school teachers, 770 Sunday .school
of
and contributions
for the constitution.
j pupils
W. M. Berger is Secretary. The
dropping of a line of type, In the ar- Murray and Mack Saturday night.
tide giving the result of the election Manager Stanton of the Elks theater
of officers of the New Mexico Histor- - anounced today that Murray
and
ical Society, in the New Mexico, yes--j Mack, in a surpassing musical comterday, caused the omission of the; edy will be at the Elks theater Satfact that W. M. Berger of Belen was urday night, New Year's eve, and
recording secretary of the! that the seat sale will open at Fischj er's tomorrow morning.
society.
Formed Manuel R.i From 18 to 34 Degrees. That was
Partnership
if Salazar and Pedro Mahboub have' the range in temperature, yesterday
formed a partnership and will openj while the average relative humidity
a general merchandise store at Co- for the day was SO per cent.
The
yotq, Rio Arriba county, on New depth of snow on the ground at 6
Year. They are both in the city to-- ' p. m. was 1.0 Inches.
The lowest
day buying a large stock of general temperature during last night was 15
merchandise. They also have
a; degrees and the temperature at 6
large shipment of hardware
and o'clock this morning was sixteen deother supplies coming from St. Louis.
grees. The precipitation for the 24
Sidewalks. Mayor
Kindly Sweep
hours, ending at 6 a., m. today, was
Seligman instructed Marshal Sena to 0.02 of an inch, of snow. Yesterday
request certain property owners to was a clear and cool day, and so far,
have their sidewalks swept for the
today has been much the same.
city will take care of the crossings.
Brakeman Killed. R. G. Pelton, a
It is not considered advisable to
of the Santa Fe, was killed
brakeman
the snow to accumulate on the
seven miles south of Rincon, when a
sidewalks
j

We Have Everything in the Eating Line to Make a

fbeys

s

Chocolates, Creams, Taffy

Bon-bon- s,

S

THE WEATHER.
X
Denver,. Colo., Dec. 28 The X
forecast is fair weather to-- X
X night and Thursday; colder in X
X southeast portion tonight.
X

GKOCERY AND BAKERY

A

a

$1,000 bond for the action of the
grand jury. The bond was furnished
by the governor of Cochiti and sever-era- l
business men.
A case inBig Case on Tomorrow.
volving alleged land frauds ill San
Juan county is tabled for tomorrow
before Judge McFie. It is known as
the case of the United States Government versus Coolidge. V. S. Attorney
David J. Leahy of Las Vegas and
Attorney W. J. Hand of Scranton,
Pa., will be here as attorneys for Uncle Sam. Attorneys A. M. Edwards
of Farmington and E. A. Martin of
Aztec will represent the defendant.
Denied. Judge McFie
Injunction
today denied the injunction asked for
in the case of Gomez versus Ealum
and Smith over ICO acres of land in
Arriba county. The injunction asked
was to restrain the defendants from
interfering with the plaintiff, the defendants having secured entries on
homesteads in the land office in conflict with the plaintiff who had made
no entry on the books but claimed he
had been on the land before the entries had been made by Ealum and

mmn pitv mmnc
itmiun uiu mm

and a variety of mixed.

NUTS

Eng. Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Jilberts,
Brazils, Hickory Nuts, Black Walnuts, Peanuts

etc.
Tomatoes, Cauliflower,
Beets, Turn:p?, Carrcts, Farsrips, Sweet Potatoes, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Lettuce, Radishes, Spinach, Onions, Cabbage
DECOIIATIONS-Hol- ly,
Mistletoe, Wreaths,
Evergreen Roping.
y.

i

F.ANDREWS

FlIS.NU.

n

For Your New Years Callers!

e

J

-'

YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HAND
SOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
We have the Best line of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
but the most attractive in appearance.

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

corricics hack line shsk1,
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H&CK SERVICE
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Horses
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notable
acting ccompanies ever
gathered in one organization and the
production itself will be complete
The play is in four acts, and the
theme is taken from some incidents
in real life. The handling of the
story throughout is done in a most
forceful style, the characters breathe
real life, and their actions are not the
studied movements of the ordinary
are
actor. They
human and for this very radical de
parture from conventional lines and
themes ia would seem that Mr. Wal
ter merits the thanks of the theatre
going public. "Paid in Full" is now
in its third year in New York and the
already big demand for seat3 here
and indications are a packed house
will greet the United Play Company's

ir
'

.v! M ttWta

anyway and then there is
another
freight train
an ordinance about the matter.
train. The deceased was 24 years of
At Capital Hotel.
and unmarried. He came to New
Miss Emilia Moresi, Kelly, N. M.; age
Mexico from Norfolk, New York.
N. Rathbourne, Las Vega3; Homer
Silver Wedding Anniversary Mr.
Matthews, Oklahoma; R. L. Cavan-aug- and Mrs. T. J. Shinick of AlbuquerMr.
and Mrs. W. E.
Durango;
will tomorrow
celebrate their
Blood. T. A. Morselm. Alhimnernne- - que,
Rev. A, M.
wedding
anniversary.
S, Norton, M. Fitzglbbons,
Chicago; Mandalari at the Church of the ImH. Fagan, Cree, Colo.; J. Moore, St
maculate Conception will celebraate
Louis.
nuptial high mas3.
Indians Give Bond. The four Co-- j
Burglars at Albuquerque. A hardchiti Indians who have a hankering ware
store and a second hand store
after Tiffany
despite the at Albuquerque were looted by burgwarnings issued by J. P. McNulty, lars on Monday night.
the veteran and efficient manager of,
The Great American Play.
the mines, and who is prominent in
Walter's powerful
play
Eugene
masonic circles, were brought before of
contemporary American life, "Paid
Justice Alarid today on the charge of in Full," is to be seen at the Elks
stealing turquoise and were held n Theater on the 29th of December

V

V,

long looked for offering.
Held in High Esteem.
The Torrance county bar presen
ted Judge McFie with a token of
their regard and esteem by proper
resolution and a present of a fine
toilet set. The thanks of the judge
were given from the bench and were
very appropriate.
Attorney Fred
Ayers of this city was spokesman for
the bar and in a neat and earnest

9'
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FOR STATEHOOD
IS ON IN EARNEST.

A

campaign tour in the river

LOCAL TRAINS

pre-

cincts of Santa Fe and Rio Arriba
Th following are tne time table
counties has been arranged for the of the local railroads:
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Speechmaking in Santa Fe, San M- week ending January 19 and O. A.
Larrazolo will speak at Santa Cruz Leave
iguel, Bernalillo, Mora and Dona
Ana Counties.
Espanola, Chamita, Alcalde and other
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 westChairman R. O. Bursum of the points.
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Republican Central Committee has
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
FOR RENT 5 room cottage all p. m.
arranged a vigorous statehood camconveniences.
Apply Mrs.
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
paign, for that is what the fight has modern
resolved itself to be, as both Re- S. B. Grimshaw, 216 Grand.
bound.
publicans and Democrats are joining
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
hands to carry the constitution
SELECT TABLE . BOARDS Home p. m.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
against those who are opposed to cooking, $1 per day. Also beautifully
statehood upon any condition. The furnished front room, suitable for two 9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
friends of statehood who had been gentlemen. Bath, electric light, Mrs.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
p. m.
opposed to the constitution at first, Summers, 119 Don Gaspar Ave.
O. & R. G. Ry.
are beginning to see that it is the
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
best constitution that has been ever
GET THE GENUINE ALWAYS.
Arrive 8:35 p. m. from north.
drafted even if it does not contain
A substitute is a dangerous makeNew Mexico Central Ry.
this or that pet idea of this or that shift especially iu medicine. The
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
individual.
Big statehood meetings coughs and colds quickly and is In a
have been held already at Santa Fe, genuine Foley's Honey and Tar cures 34 east and 33 south and west
o
rl t
m with rtnnanHnn Frnm
Estancia, Santa Rosa, and other yellow package. Accept no substiNo. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
points. Tomorrow evening, at Albu- tute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
querque, addresses will be made by
Governor Mills, Thomas B. Catron
and O. A. Larrazolo,
both, Repub
leans and Democrats participating
WE ARE STILL OFFERING
in the rally. Tomorrow also, at a
USEFUL K1MD OF HOLIDAY GIFTS
church celebration at Jacona in this
county, and at Pojoaque, a few miles
A SPLENDID Line of Ladiss's and Gents, Gloves
farther north, statehood meetings
will be addressed by Mayor Arthur
Misses and Children's Wool Gloves and Mittens
Seligman and Frank Owen for the!
LADIES' Hand Bags, the present above all others
Democrats, and Probate Clerk George
:
:
:
:
which the Ladies appreciate.
A. Ortiz
W. Armijo and Marcelino
On January 3,
for the Republicans.
HUNDREDS of things in our store to give comfort
:
Governor Mills and O. A. Larrazolo)
:
:
and pleasure TO EVERY ONE
will address a meeting at Las Cru-- j
ces at which W. H. H. Llewellyn will
Right Prices.
Right Kind of Goods
also speak for the adoption of the
constitution. Similarly meetings will
be addressed on January 6, at Las
Vegas, by Governor Mills and O. A.
Larrazolo, and at Mora the day following. Printing presses are kept
humming with political circulars In

at the

The

j

Spanish and English for statehood

and this week the last of the constitutions are being sent out to the
voters, and these in themselves provide sufficient refutation of the attacks made on the proposed fundamental law. Reports from all over
the Territory indicate that the Docu- -

j
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Our assortment this
year is great deal
larger than last year
and are prepared to

Der cS?very

cent.

--

C lCr&LX
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tls only a
toys in our store.
week or two until holiday trade
is o.er, rather than to have
Xmas toys left for next year
we extend offer of 2o per oent off
on erery dollars worthof toys
in this Store. We also mark
down evary article in ladies and
gants furnishing, drsss goods
of
every discription, carpets
and rugs, men and woman shoes
infacte7ery thing '.we have in
store at

15 per cent off

.
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We bslievbg in pushing
mdseat reduced price rather
than to have same accumulate on shelves. We handle
all leading brands of ready to
wear garments and stand by
every garment sold to give A
No. 1 satisfaction or money
back. Our Motto is Honesty
and satisfaction to one and
all.
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Buy your New Year

gifts nowwhilestock
incomplete and do

grand disp!ay.fvW would "hint" that you make your selection early, while
picking isat its test. We will assist you in every way we can OME, S F.

A

H A

jl

not wait until last
minute and have
to buy what you
can get.

JOT'

fill needs of all.
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MONEY MAKIM6 AB FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
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THE

side-swipe-

A JOY. A NECESSITY AND A
COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND

night, and the United Play Company,
who will make the production, pro
mise one of the strongest and most

CAMPAIGN

j

'.4.

27, 1910.

address presented the resolutions,
Leasburg Canaty United States Reclamation Project.
asking that they be spread upon the
records of the court. Estancia Daily
ment will be approved
Herald.
TIME TABLE ALL

j

VEGETABLES-Celer-

TUESDAY, 6ECEMBER
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